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A SOIL SURVEY IN SALT LAKE VALLEY, UTAH. 
By FRANK D. GARDNER and JOHN STEWART. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
Beginning in July, 1899, four months were spent in a thorough and 
detailed study of that portion of the Salt Lake Valley lying west of the 
Jord.an River, the object being to map the soils with reference to their 
character and to the extent of, and dama,ge from, " alkali" and seepage 
waters. The soils were classified according to their texture, and the 
waters examined with reference to their quality for irrigation purposes. 
The soils were further studied with reference to their" 3ilkali" content 
and its effect in varying amounts upon the crops and vegetation. The 
methods of irrigation were looked into with regard to their success or 
failure and the ultimate outcome in relation to the condition of the soils, 
especially with reference to the accumulation of alkali and seepage 
waters. 
Nearly 700 borings were made in this district, usually to a depth of 6 
feet and occasionally to 9, 12, or 15 feet. In two-thirds of these borings 
the per cent of salt at saturation i~ each foot section was determined 
by the electrical method, and in a considerable number of the borings 
the sodium carbonate (true black alkali) was determined volumetrically. 
In areas where hardpan forms an important feature, it was mapped and 
its depth and thickness ascertained. A study was made of its influence 
toward the action of roots and water together with the probable mode 
of formation. 
Full notes were made on the character of the natural vegetation and 
the kinds and condition of the crops. Wells, both surface and artesian, 
were examined with r eference to their water, the depth to standing 
water, and the nature of the strata through which they were dug. 
Drainage and seepage waters were tested with regard to the salts they 
were carrying from the soil. 
Only such of the data collected as is essential for a clear understand-
ing of the conditions is herein given, the results being embodied in the 
following text and accompanying maps. 
Salt Lake Valley comprises about one-half of Salt Lake Oounty, the 
remainder being occupied by the Wasatch Mountains to the east and 
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the Oquirrh Mountains to the west. The mountains elose in on the 
outh in what is known as the Jordan Narrows, thus practically sur-
rf)unding the val1ey on three sides and leaving an opening on the north 
where it borders on the Great Salt Lake. It is one of many imilar 
valleys which, lying between mountain ranges more or Ie s parallel, go 
to make up the lower and more level parts of the Great Interior Basin, 
a broad area of varied surface naturally divided into a number of 
drainage districts. 
The general form of the Great Interior Basin is triangular, with the 
acute angle to the south where it extends into old Mexico. At its 
greatest extremes it is 880 miles from north to south and 570 miles from 
east to west, including an area of 210,000 square mile. It comprise 
nearly the whole of Nevada, the western half of Utah, small portions of 
Idaho and Montana, and large areas in Oregon and in eastern and 
southern California.1 
The region is characterized by many short and usuaJly parallel moun-
tain ranges, exte~ding generally from north to south, between which 
are mooth valleys whose alluvial slopes or floors are built up of the 
de,bris brought down from the mountains. The character of the climate 
is plainly seen in the hydrography and vegetation. Perennial lakes 
occur only in as ociation with the larger mountain mas es, while the 
vegetation of the valley is usually sparse. The annual rainfall varies 
from 2 inches in the south to about 20 inches ill the mountain ' in the 
north, while the annual evaporation from a free water surface varies 
from 60 inches in the 'north to 150 inches in the south. The larger 
mountains have tirnberin their reces es, but only conifers attain such 
size and abundance as to be of economic importance. The climate of 
the whole area may be classed as arid. 
The largest subdivision of the Great BaSin is the Bonneville Basin 
(fig. 6), containing 54,000 square miles, or a little more than one-fourth of 
tbeformer. Sligbtlymorethan two-fifths oftbe Bonneville Basin wasonce 
occupied by the ancient Lake Bonneville, whose area was 19,750 squa!'e 
miles. Tbis ancient lake apparently reached its greatest extent during 
the epoch of maximum glaciation, as is shown by tbe presence of a 
number of glacial morains which descend on the side of the Wasatch 
Mountains to the well-marked shore line of the lake when at its highest 
stage. Tbis shore line, known as the Bonneville shore line, form a 
striking feature of the mountain side, both to the east and we t, and is 
plainly vi ' ible from all points of the valley. (Ree Plate X .) The great 
upheavals which made the mountains and valleys of thi region evi-
dently occurred prior to the age of the lake, although there have been 
J The f ollowing brief description of the characteristi cs and hi tory of t h e Grea t 
Interior Basin and of L ake Bonneville is e sential to an understanding of the preseri t 
conditions. orne of the fact s nnd figures relating to the basin and t o t h e t im and 
(':d ent of t he anci nt In.ke h ave h en taken from G. K. Gilbert's r :r r t on L :tk 
HouDevj]}e, published :ts a monograph by tho United States Geological Survey in 
U;!)O. 
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minor cbanges ill the .elevation since then, as shown by faults at the 
western ba 'es of the Wasatch, Oquirrh, and Aqui mountains and by 
th e variations in the altitnde of differellt parts of the Bonneville shore 
line. The altitude of thi s shore line has been ascertained in a number 
P IG. 6.- 'ketch map of Bonneyille Basin , showing ancien t lake and present lake::!. 
of place , and, except in a few measurements at the extreme south, it 
vade from DOO to 1,070 feet above the present level of Great Salt Lake, 
with a mean elevation of about 1,000 feet. All evidences poillt to the 
fact tha t the surface of Lake Bonn~ville was at that time 1,000 feet 
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higher than the present surface of Great Salt Lake and that its areal 
extent exceeded the present lake by 13.3 times. At its highest stage 
the lake overtlowed the rim of the basin, the water escaping into Snake 
River. A deep channel was eroded, forming what is now known as 
Red Rock Pass. Tl::\e level of the lake was thus lowered 375 feet, at 
which point erosion ceased and no further escape of water occurred in 
this manner. Here the water level was maintained for a ~onsiderable 
period of time, as is shown by the formation of a well-marked beach 
line which is known as the Provo shore line. After this stage the lak~ 
water fell to its present level by evaporation, occasional interruptions 
being now noticeable by the number of intermediate shore lines more 
or less distinct. There iR strong evidence of very great climatic change 
from epochs of great precipitation of snow and rain to periods when 
high temperature and excessive evaporation occurred. It is not at all 
improbable that the Great Salt Lake may have been dry at some period, 
although this question has never been ~ettled. 
The modern Great Salt Lake is but a remnant of its ancient prede-
cessor, which at the time of its overflow may be considered as a fresh-
water lake. Since the Provo stage, however, the water escaped only 
by evaporation through a long period of time during which the evapo-
ration exceeded the precipitation, causing as a result a body of water 
containing in solution 22 per cent of salt. At the Provo stage the 
water surface of the ancient lake was 625 feet above the present level 
of the Great Salt Lake as determined by the altitude of the Provo 
shoreline inanumberofplaces. (See Plate X. ) The mean depth of Great 
Salt Lake is now about 13 feet; therefore, the water over its present 
area at the Provo stage was forty-nine times its present depth. A com-
parison of its area at the two periods shows that at the Provo stage it 
was 7.4 times its present area. Assumin o' that the mean depth of the 
whole body of water at this early period was one-half the mean depth 
of water at that time over the present lake, the volume of water at the 
former time is found to be one hundred and eighty-one times the present 
volume of Great Salt Lake. If it were further assumed that the lake 
at the Provo stage was fresh and contained, as the' Utah Lake now 
does, about 80 parts of soluble matter in 100,000 parts of water, we 
would have, by evaporation to the present volume of Great Salt Lake, 
a solution containing 14.5 per cent of salt, providing none of the salt was 
precipitated during the process of evaporation. As a matter of fact the 
lake now carries about 22 per cent of salt, which leaves about 7i per cent 
unaccounted for. We find, however, that- the inflowing streams carry 
sufficient water to equal the volume of the lake water, every 2-~ years; 
and if it is assumed that they carry a percentage of salt equal to that 
carried by Utah Lake, it would require only two hundred and fifty years 
for them to carry the remaining 7~ per cent and bring the saltness of 
the lake to its present stage. No doubt considerable quantities of the 
less soluble salts-as, for example, carbonate of lime and sulphates of 
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LAKE BONNEVILLE MARKS ON M OUNTAIN , 3 OR 4 MILES EAST OF GARFI ELD BEACH. 
The npper bcnch linc is t hc Bonncyill c shorc linc. and the lowcr well -de fin cd one is the Provo shore linc. The lake ovcrfl owcd 375 fee t 
bctwccn thcsc lcycls, and has si nce evaporated 625 feet, down to its prescn t level. 
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lime and soda-were deposited, but the period of time since the Provo 
stage has undoubtedly been much longer than two hundred -and fifty 
years. It seems, therefore, quite simple to account for the present high 
salt content of the Great Salt Lake. At a time when the lake was j'ust. 
high enough to cover the lower levels of the Salt Lake Valley, the 
water must have been sufficiently salty to have left the soil in a very 
alty condition upon the subsidence of the water. As a matter of fact, 
large amounts of salt are founc!' in the lower levels, especially in the 
lower depths of the soil. -
Within the memory of the preRent inhabitants the level of this lake 
has varied fully 1 J feet. In 1850 it wa's very low, but for several years 
thereafter it rose slowly. It then began to fall again, reaching a very 
low stage from 1861 to 1864. From 1864 to 1868 there was a period of 
excessive rainfall, during which time the lake rose rapidly, reaching 
such a height in 1868 that fully 50 square miles of what was mapped 
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FIG. 7.-Diagram showing mean mont,hIy fluctuations in water level of Great Salt Lake and the 
rainfall during same period. (The solid line represent. lev 1 of lake; the broken line the 
rainfall.) 
this season as dry land was submerged by its waters. Since that time 
there have been three distinct periods of rise and fall, but the general 
trend has been downward, until at the present time the level is about 
where i t was in 1850. Besides this, there is an annual fluctuation, dur-
ing which the lake r eaches its maximum about June 1 and its minimum 
about December 1. This annual variation, amounting to from 1 to 
2 feet, is the result of a low rainfall from June to September, 'inclu ive, 
~ccompanied , by high temperature and low relative humidity, condi-
tion favoring rapid evaporatioll and of a greater rainfall and less 
evaporation during the remainder of the year. This is shown in 
figure 7. 
The accompanying diagram (fig.7) shows graphically the mean 
monthly rainfall in inches as compared with the monthly change in the 
level of the lake in feet. The maximum ri e of the lake occurs about 
two months after the close of the rainy period, and it is about the same 
length of time after the rain again begins before the lake commences 
H. Doc. 399-6 
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to ri e, which shows tl1at the maximum effect of precipitat,ioll ou the 
lake oc ·tUS about two mouths after the precipitatiou 1ms taken place. 
Figure shows the semiannual variation ill th e lake level for the past 
fifty years, with the accompanying annual rainfall. Tl1ere i a gelleral 
agreement betweeu precipitation and the lake variation. 
The surface of Great Salt J.;ake is 4,170 feet above the sea level, 
while an additional 50-foot con tour line would include the lower antI 
more level portions of the valley, amounting to one-half of it. Above 
this the land illclines toward the foothills at the rate of from 50 to 
]00 feet per mile. To the east the Wasatch Mountaills ri e abruptly, 
attaining HI maximum height of 7,000 feet above the general level of the 
_ valley. Their s llow"clad summits and numerous springs are the source 
of a, num ber of perennial streams that flow across the eastern part of 
the valley and enter the Jordan River. These streams furnisH an 
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FIG. S.-Diagram showing mean annual fluctuation s in water level in Great Salt Lak e 
and t he rainfall during th · allle p eriod. (Tile heavy line represents t he level of tile 
lake ill r eference to all e tablished bench mark ; the light line represents the rain fall 
in inche .) 
abundant and good water supply for irrigating the eastern port ion of 
the valley. To the west the Oquirrh Mountaius rise less abruptly, 
' ~eachiug an elevation of from 4,000 to 5,000 feet above the valley. The 
watershed is not so extensive as to the east, and there is less SH OW, so 
that the few streams :flowing from the canyons are lost, by evaporation 
or seepage, before they reach the Jordan River. The Jordan River is 
the main channel through which the waters of Utah Lake and its 
intlowing streams re~ch Salt Lake. It is on the Jordan River that the 
western portion of the valley is dependent for irrigation water. 
The mountains consist chiefly of granite, limestone, sandstone, quartz, 
porpbyry, and feldspar, and it is from these rocks that the soil of the 
valley is formed. The mountains abound in ores rich in silver, lead, 
and copper. Many mines are in operation and furnish material for 
several large smelters located iu the valley. 
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The lake is also a source of commercial enterprise, alld accordiug to 
the statistics of 1890 the value of the annual output of the salt har-
vested from the evaporating ponds amounted to $250,000. 
CLIMA.TE. 
The climate of Salt Lake Valley is characterized by low annual pre-
cipitation, low relative humidity, moderate wind movement, moderate 
temperature, and abundant sunshine. It may be cIa sed as arid. Ac. 
cording to the United State Weather Bureau records for the past 25 
years, the mean annual precipitation at Salt Lake Oity is 16.2 inches, 
with a minimum of 10.3 inches in 1890 and a maximum of 23.6 inches in 
1875. P revious records, shown in the chart on page 82, show a range 
in annual precipitation of from 10 to 29 inches. Of the mean annual 
r ainfall a total of only 2.9 inches falls during the months of June, July, 
August, and September. These four months of mean minimum precipi-
tation are accompanied by mean maximum temperature and low rela-
tive humidity-conditions favoring exces8ive evaporat ion. 
Since t his is the period in which crops make most of their vegetative 
growth, it will be seen how important and necessary is irrigation water 
for farming. In fact very little farming is carried Oil except underirri-
gation. Statistics for 1894 show that 92.5 per cent of the farms in 
Salt Lake Oounty are irrigated. Wheat is the only crop that is grown 
without irrigating and it makes most of its vegetative growth prior to 
June. The average yield of wheat under dry farming' is slightly more 
than one-third of the average yield under irrigation. 
The accompanying table shows the monthly and yearly precipitation 
at Salt Lake Oity for the past 25 years as obtained from the U nitecl 
States W eather Bureau office at that place. 
Month ly an d annual p 1'ecip itation, Salt Lake City, Utah, ! 1'm1t 1874 to 1899. 
Year. I J an. , F eb. , ~ar . A pr. May. I June. July. Aug. Sept. o ct. , NOV., D ec. n~~i . 
174. ............... . ... . I .. . . . . la1.31 ~ 2.84 0.74 2.42 1.63 0.20 1.742.16 0.73 14.67 
1875 ... ". . . . . . . . . . 3. 05 O. 79 2. 81 1. 50 2. 91 . 90 1. 01 . 25 1. 22 1. 36 5. 81 2. 03 23. 64 
1876 . .. .. . . . . ..... . 1. 23 1. 52 4 2.09 4. 30 . 09 .83 .92 . 42 3. 27 .81 1. 80 21. 28 
1877 ..... __ . ______ . .87 . 38 2. 93 2. 14 3. 49 .80 .02 .28 .90 2.41 1. 02 1. 11 16.35 
1878 ..... __ ... __ ... 1. 07 3. 49 2. 54 2.63 2.50 . a5 1.08 .8t 3.15 1. 39 .63 .11 19.75 
1879 ... .. ........ " 1. 87 .71 .67 3.26 .10 1. 34 . 07 .06 . 01 1. 62 .32 3.08 13. 11 
1880 .............. . . 29 1.02 . 432.371.85 .01 . 20 .74 .56 . 40 1. 171. 90 10.94 
1881. ...... ...... .. 1. 24 1 2. 44 . 88 2.37 2. 55 .28 .21 1.66 . 43 2.1 9 1. 44 1.24 16.93 
188~ -- .. -- ........ . 1.50 .~2 1.1~ 3. 81 .26 2.2-1 .30 1. 61 .37 2.tl9 .54 .92 1 15.98 1 83 ............... 1.47 . /2 1.70 2. 92 .98 .33 .10 . 62 . 13 2.24 1.78 1 20 14. 24 
1884 ....... .... . ... .71 2.23 3. 69 2.89 1. 78 .33 .27 .73 1. 91 .36 .50 2. 12 17.52 
1 85 ........... __ .. 1. 48 1. 56 .64 b3.47 2.49 2. 67 .58 .90 1. 29 . 59 ,U O . 92 19. 69 
1886 .......... . __ .. 1. 91 1. 36 2.60 4. 43 . 06 1. 02 T. .59 1. 88 1. 98 1. 79 1. 27 18. 89 
1887 .. __ .... __ ..... 2. 36 1. 41 . 35 1. 87 .73 . 37 1. 23 .69 . 55 .30 .25 1. 55 11. 06 
1888 ... __ ..... .. __ . 1. 52 1. 22 2. 18 .99 .34 . 98 . 24 .63 .51 . 80 2 2. 21 13. 62 
1889 .. ...... __ . __ .. . n . 81 1. 64 1. 52 2.97 . 01 .08 .92 . 52 3.85 1. 04 4.37 18. 46 
1890 .. __ ... ____ .... 3.07 2. 0[, 1.12 . 94 .16 .32 .02 .79 '1' . 1. 44 T . . 42 10.33 
1891 .....•.. .... ... . 74 . 76 4.66 1. 49 .72 .1.08 .47 .40 1. 19 1. 26 . 90 2. 19 15. 92 
192 . __ . ........ __ .1. 01 .68 2. 21 1. 90 1.65 1.21 T . . 05 . 12 1. 58 . 72 2.35 14. 08 
1893 .. __ ... ______ .. . 82 1. 64 2. 68 2.72 1. 68 .04 1. 19 .71 1. 30 1. 02 1. 18 2.37 17. 35 
1894. .... . __ .... __ .. 1. 31 .83 1.73 1.67 1.22 1.il8 . 82 . 87 2.87 Lot .28 1.28 15.27 
1895 .. __ ....... __ .. 1. 32 . 85 . 81 . 73 2. 29 . 99 . 42 . . 02 . 95 . U 2. « . 89 11. 95 
1896 .. .. . . .. ....... 1. 26 . 69 1.99 2.53 3. 67 . 25 1. 35 1. 47 .52 .70 3.15 . 84 18. 42 
1897...... .. ....... 1. 16 3. 81 2. 20 2 . 98. 52 .69.33.48 1. 91 1. 19 1. 47 16. 74 
198 .. ... ....... : ... 58 .38 1.71 1.30 4.19 1. 45 .18 1.35 . 15 1. 57 1.95 1. 28 16.09 
1899 ................ 84 2. 98 2. 93 .81 2. 59 .96 .42 1.06 T . .. ....... __ ....... 12. 59 
Sums ....... . 34.01 34.75 51. 58 55.25 49. 30 20.66 14.20 20.15 21. 63 38.12 36.17 39. 65 402.88 
A verages .. . 1. 36 1. 39 1. 98 2.12 1. 90 .79 . 55 .78 . 83 1. 52 1. 45 1. 59 16.18 
a12 days. b28 days. 
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The annual precipitation in the mountains is greater than in the val-
leys, and it is estimated that it includes 6 feet of snow, which lingers on 
the mountains the greater part of the summer. This is important in 
relation to irrigation, because it makes the water supply plentiful 
throughout the season. 
The anIma] evaporation from a free-water surface in Salt Lake Valley 
is estimated at 8 feet. Data from one of the salt companies show the 
evaporation from their ponds to be about 37 inches from June to Sep· 
tember, inclusive. It should be borne in mind, however, that this is 
from a saturated salt solution and that the presence of much salt lowers 
the vapor tension, and, consequently, the rate of evaporation. The 
evaporation from a fresh· water service would no doubt have been much 
greater. 
The mean annual temperature is 51.20 F., with a mean maximum of 
75.60 in July and a minimum of 27.90 in January. The mean tempera-
ture for from June to September, inclusive, i~ 70.50 F. 
The following table gives the mean monthly and yearly temperature 
for the past twenty-five years. 
1tlean 'monthly and 'mean ann1'('al tentpe'l'atu1'e, Salt Lake City, Utah, jf'om 1874 to 1899. 
y"". J'n. Fob. M",. Apr. ":'Y. Jnno.IJnlY . . Ang. Sopt. O,t. Nov. Doc. n~::i. 
1874 .•..•• _ .• __ . ___ -....• -....................... 67.1
1
77.8 74.6 62 56. 4 43.2 33.9 ..... . 
1875.. ......... .... 29.5 34.2 35 48.9 59 67.8 74 75 68.1 58.2 42 36.2 52.4 
1876 ............... 30.536.137.249.8 56.7 68.6 76.5 71.6 65.8 55.3 41 27 51.2 
1877 ............... 27.2 34.1 46.9 48. 8 56.2 65.4 77.4 . 75. 8 64.4 51. 6 40.6 32.1 51. 4 
1878 . ........... _" 30.3 37.8 47. 1 49.4 56.4 68.5 76.9 78.4 60.6 49 4l 29. 8 5UJ 
1879 ..... . ......... 28.339.649.252.6 58. 265.276.8 75.4 68.552 36 29.4 53 
] 880 ... .......... .. 28.226.234 46.854.2 66 74. 272.863.6 52 29.6 34. 6 48.6 
1881 .... ... .... __ . _ 30.8 38.2 42.2 54.2 60.2 71. 2 76 74.4 60. 2 50. 8 33.8 33. 6 51. 8 
1882... .. .......... 23. 5 26.9 36.6 46.7 57. 2 67.3
1
75. 4 76.9 64.8 48. 4 35.5 35 49.2 
1883 ... ...... _ .... _ 24. 4 24.1 47 45.6 56.7 70 76.2 76.8 69.7 46.3 39.2 32.5 50.8 
] 884 _.............. 28. 4 30. 7 40.8 48 57.9 69.1 74 72. 7 59.4 53 42. 2 35.2 51. 4 
1885 _ .............. 27.6 36. 8 45.6 53. 5 56.6 64.8 76.1 73.7 65. ] 54.9 ( 3.8 33.9 52. 3 
1886 _ ........... __ . 28.8 40.8 37.7 48.4 62.4 68.9 78.1 76.1 62.8 51. 8 31. 4 36.1 51. 6 
1887 _.............. 33.2 34. 1 47.2 49.2 60.8 68.6 74.9 73.4 65.5 51. 6 42.8 29 . 2 52.7 
}8~~ ::::: ::: ~ ~ ~ : ~:: ~i: ~ ~~: ~ !~. 7 ~~J ~~: ~ ~~: ~ I ~~: ~ i~J ~g: ~ ~!. 2 ~~. 6 ~~: ~ ~~. 7 
1890 ..... ...... .... 24. 8 33.7 il9. 11 1 50.4 61. 3 64. 8 77.8 72. 9 65 48. 6 41 36.2 51. 6 
l~~L:::: :: :::::::: ~gJ I ~~: ~ !~. 4 ti.-: ~~. 4 ~~. 8 i:' 3 i~: ! ~~. 6 ~t ~ ~: ~ ~~: ~ ~~: g 
1893 ...... .. ....... 27.6 28.5 39.3 45.9 55.1 67 74.7 73. 3 63 5~ 39. 4 I 36.3 50.2 
1894 ............ ... 29 25.6 41. 1 48. 1 ~l. 2 63.9 74.6 75. 4 61 53.2 45.6 I 31. 4 50.8 
1895 _ ........ ... .. _ 29.7 30 40. 8 51. 2 07.9 63.5 72. 6 74.8 63.8 54. 3 37.8 26.4 50. 2 
1896 . _ ... _ .. _ . .. ... 34 36.8 40. 2 46.4 51. 4 70 74.2 73. 7 64 54.4 37.2 36.2 51. 5 
1897 ............... 28. 8 30.9 33.6 49 63.4 66 71. 9 75.2 62. 2 50. 9 43.2 27.4 50.2 
1898 ........ . ...... 20.6 35.6 36.3 54 53.9 67.1 75.9 76.8 65. G 48. 2 ~7. 3 25.2 49.7 
1899 .. .. .... . ...... 33.8 29.6 40. 6 50.6 52. 6 65.1 76.2 69. 8 67. 1 ..................... _ .. 
.A. verage .... 27.9 32.9 41.1 49.8 57.7 67 75.6 74.7 I 64.5 52. 2 39.7 32.4 51. 2 
The mean annual wind movement is at the rate of 5.4 miles per hour, 
with a maximum of 6.4 miles in May and a minimum of 4.3 miles in 
November. 
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The following table gives the monthly and annual wind movement 
at Salt Lake City for the past twenty-five years. As a whole, t he 
climate is both pleasant and healthful. 
Montl1l:1J and annual wind rnovement in 'miles at Salt Lake City, Utah, j1'o1n 1874 to 1899. 
Year. J an. Feb. Mar. Apr . May . June. July . Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Annual. 
--------
---- -- ---- - -- - - -
1874 _ .. _ 
-.... -
--- ---
- .. -- .. . 4,227 4,116 4,231 3,421 3, 924 3, 240 2,681 3, 076 2,272 a 31,188 
1875 ___ . 3,395 2, 701 4, 492 4,3~4 4,672 4,407 3, 923 4,406 3,983 3, 087 3, 262 2,03] 44, 753 ] 876 . __ . 2,915 2,460 4, 169 3;689 3,537 3,570 4,252 4,910 4,524 3,418 2,887 1,636 41,967 
1 77. __ . 3,222 2,411 4,219 5,206 6,291 4,531 5,165 4,848 4, 783 3,998 3,7;7 2,978 51,429 
187 2,569 3, 568 4, 150 5, 057 5,229 4,970 5,535 4, 083 3, 830 4,406 3,148 2,895 49,HO 
1879 ___ . 3,898 3, 336 5,00] 4,739 6,410 5, 085 4, 503 4, 783 4. , 104 3, 694 2,222 3,605 50,380 
1880 . __ . 3,516 3,292 5,003 5,693 5,475 4,534 4,090 3,878 3, 601 3,499, 2, 090 3,80] 48,572 
1881. ___ 3,360 2,072 4,045 3,174 3,773 3,759 4,394 4, 199
1 
3,916 4,000 2,205 1,473 40, 370 
1882 ____ 2,100 2,952 3,810 5,009 5,569 4, 713 4,321 4,476 3, 779 3,895
1
2, 613 2,726 45,963 
1883 ____ 2,333 2,590 4, 136 4,914. 3, 350 4,168 3,224 3, 312i 3,793 3,746 3, 166 2,984 41,716 1884. ___ 3,257 4,075 4, 662 4,443 4, 61 3 4, 875 4, 023 3, 492 3,844 3, 947 2,422 5,410 49,063 
18 5 . __ . 2,410 2, 378 ~, 770 3,006 2,652 B,853 4,366 
3.
921
1 
3,584 2,823 3,705 '2,808 38,276 
1886. __ . 3, 520 2.822 3,736 4, 319 4,534 4,146 4,287 ,210 3,734 4,193 2, 730 2,239 43,470 
1887 ____ 3,862 5, 3nO 3, 933 4,877 4,926 4,589 3,800 4,524 3,723 3,4 14 2,863 3,406 49,2fi7 
1888 ____ 3, 776 3,201 4,736 4, 160 4, 562 4,989 4, 123 4,333
1 
2,947 3,619 2, 648 2,441 45,535 
1 9. __ . 2,256 2,229 4,180 4, 758 4,920 4,402 4, 808 
•. 30'1 3,567 3,4301 2, 857 4,539 46,255 1890 . ___ 4,095 3, 920 4,232 4, 196 4,272 4,507 3,602 3,279 2,806 2,745 2,008 2,201 41, 863 
189J ___ _ 2,217 4,320 3,300 3,761 4, 205 4, 135 3,61S 4, 041 4, 8fiO 3,7981 3,261 4, 368 45,884 1892 ___ _ 2,474 2,234 4,935 3, 954 3, 952 4, 501 5,039 4,355 4, 313 3, 778 5, 377 3,612 48,524 1893 ___ _ 3,695 3,822 4,810 5,741 5,729 5,173 4, !)32 4,196 4, 973 3, 876 3, 775 3 256 53,578 ] S94 ___ . 4,135 4,305 5,273 4, !l~~ 5, 387 4,836 4, 167 ', 358 4, ' 011 4, 366 3, 187 4: 132 53,505 1895 ____ 4, 571 2,947 5 886 5, 638 5, 513 4,559 4,464 ' , 134 5, 140 3,9661 3,512 3, 804 54,13' 1896 __ __ 4,274 3,601 4,382 5, 710 4,963 4,460 4, 108 4, 185 5,002
1 
4, 23-1 4, 166 3,239 52, 324 1897 ____ 2,662 3, 7'2 5,4110 5, 215 5,020 4, 663 4,687 4, 238 4, 637 4, 3761 3, 557 3,4ilfi 51, 723 ]898 ___ . 3,169 3,460 5, 148 5, 018 4,539 4, 733 4,334 4, 486 4, 432 3, 8781 3, 679 3,7:39 50,675 
1899. __ . 4,449 3,343 5, 044 5, 356 5,058 4,664 4,348 4, 91~ 3, 748.:..:..:..:..:. .:..:..:..:..:. ,, 40.923 
81, 130 81,231 111, 5t2 121,212 123,267 117,0531111, 134 108, 79Y05, 264 92, 8671
78, 193 79, 091 1,210,777 
Average 3, 245 3,250 4,462 4, 662 4,741 4,5021 4,274 4,184 4,049 3, 715
1 
3, 128 3,164 b 47, 444 
aFor 9 months. b For 24 years . 
HISTORY OF IRRIGATION. 
Modern irrigation in the United States began in Salt Lake Vaney, 
Utah, when the Mormons settled there in 1847. One of the first under-
takings after reaching the valley was the diverting of the water of what 
is now known as City Oreek and the irrigation of a few acres of land 
planted with seed brou.ght with them on their long and perilous jour-
ney from Illinois. 
Traces of irrigation autedating the Salt Lake Valley undertaking 
are to be found in Arizona ill the systems (long since abandoned) of an 
extinct race of aborigines, and in southern California, where irrigation 
was practiced by the mission priests. 
An historian of the Mormon Church describes the present site of Salt 
Lake City as follows: 
A desolation of centuries, where earth seemed heaven forsaken, where hermit 
nature-watching, waiting-wept and worshipped God amid eternal solitnde. 
Charles Brough, in his Historical and Political Studies on Irrigation 
in Utah, says: 
The transformation of this sterile waste, glistening with beds of salt, and soda, 
and deadly alkali, seemed impossible. 
These quotations give an idea of how the conditions appeared to the 
first settlers. In the year 1848, 5,153 acres were put under irrigation, 
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and the amount of land under irrigation in tbis locality bas since rap-
idly increased. The growth of Salt Lake City was very rapid, and in 
1850 the population nUll} bered 11,354. During this year there were over 
16,000 acres under cultivation. In 1852 the asses ed value of property 
was $400 per capita. To-day the city pos8esses a population of 70,000. 
The broad streets are lined with rows of stately trees and the comforta-
ble homes are surrounded by luxuriant lawn. 
The rural districts are populous; tlle farms are small and are char-
acterized by an intensive and diversified form of agriculture. In the 
whole State of Utah the av~rage size of the irrigation farms is 27 acres. 
According to statistics gathered in 1894 by the State statistician, 
there were 2,195 farms in Salt Lake County, 90 per cent of which were 
cultivated by the owners. Of the total number of farm only 14 per 
cent were incumbered by mortgage. 
Notwithstanding the success th at has been attained, erious damage 
has occurred in places through the accumulation of eepage waters 
and alkali. Districts once successfully farmed have been abandoned 
and the attempts at reclamation have failed, because suitable methods 
have been wanting. Damaged lands are more apparent now than 
formerly, and demand for methods of preventing such damage alia. for 
reclaiming waste land is greater than ever before. 
The earliest irrigation was principally on the east side of the Jordan 
River, the irrigation waters being obtained from the numerous small 
streams issuing .from the canyons of the Wasatch Mountains. The 
canals, always small, were constructed by cooperative labor, coopera-
tion being the watchword of the Mormous and even to the present t ime 
predominating in all lines of mercantile pursuits. 
A number of farmers owning land along a stream joined together 
and by their collective labor constructed a canal that brought water 
to all of their farms. The distribution of the water was proportional 
to the amount of land owned by each. The advantage of this method 
was that it gave water to each farmer without expenditure of money 
and without waiting. 'fhe canals were crudely constructed and no 
provision was made against leakage. Water was turned into the 
canals in the spring and not turned out until fall, in some instances 
even running throughout the year. As a result the large amount of 
waste and seepage waters did much damage to lands lying below' the 
neighborhood irrigated, aud at the present time a large area of land 
immediately south of Salt Lake City and adjacent to the river i8 much 
affected by seepage waters and alkali. 
Oll the west side of the Jordan River the earliest attempts at irriga-
tion were on the Jordan meadows or river bottom lands, the water 
supply being obtained from the Jordan River by means of small canals. 
Subsequently the Brighton alld North Point and the North Jordan 
canals were run upon the first terrace above the river, and followin g 
these were the South Jordan and the Utah and Salt Lake canals on 
the second and third benches, respectively. 
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As i . frequeutly the case, the irrigatioll 011 the bencbes caused an 
accumulation 'of seepage and alkali 011 tue river bottom land, so that 
mucb of it bas been abandoned. The largest and most seriously dam-
aged area, however, is just south of Twelfth Street road, and comprises 
a trip of land varying from half a mile to a mile and a half in width, 
and extending 10 miles west from the river. Here the seepage and 
surplus waters from tbe outer extremities of the Utah and Salt Lake, 
ill South Jordan, and the North Jordan canals have collected to an 
alarming extent. Inde.ed, the damage has gone so far that a chain of 
lakes has formed, presenting a water surface of fullY'l,OOO acres. The 
area affected is not less than 10 square miles. 
That portion of Salt Lake Valley west of the Jordan River which 
is at p~esent under irrigation includes about 40 square miles, and 
covers a strip about 2 miles wide, bordering 011 the river and extending 
throug'b Ts. 2 and 3 S., R. 1 W., together with another narrower por-
tion at the north, which bends to the west through T. 1 S., Rs. 1 and 2 
W., nearly to the point of the mountains. It consists mainly of ter-
races, one above another, and has a slope toward the river or to the 
north of 50 to 100 feet per mile. 
In addition to the above-named canals there is the surplus canal, 
from which the North Point Oonsolidated Canal is taken. The latter 
conducts water to the low-level area north of the base line, but is little 
u 'ed for .irrigating purposes because of the unsatisfactory results of 
applying water to tbis level, salty land. 
The irrigation canals on thi side of t.he river have an aggregate 
ca.pacityof about 600 cubic feet per second, but less than half of this 
amount is required or used on the 25,000 acres under cultivation. On 
the low-level area, between Salt 'Lake City and the lake, many attempts 
have been made and much money expended in the endeavor to success-
fully irrigate the laud; but, with a few millor exceptions, the attempts 
have all prov d failures. 
The cana.ls are owned, for the most part, by the owners of the land 
unde.r irrigation, and the only paid officer is the "water master," whose 
duty it is to attend to the equitable distribution of the water to the 
shareholders. At stated iutervals, along the main canals, laterals are 
taken out to supply the farms along its course. Each lateral has a 
head gate, the opening or closing' of which is controlled by the water 
master, and the size of the opening is varied according to the number 
of shares supplied by the lateral and the total water supply for the 
canal. If the water upply is plentiful, the gates usually remain with 
a certain-sized opening throughout the season, and the water is per-
mitted to flow continuously. Each shareholder is entitled to use all of 
the water flowing in the lateral for a stated number of hours and at 
stated intervals, according to a schedule agreed upon at the beginning 
of the season. 
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SOILS. 
The area surveyed in 1899 includes all of tbat part of Salt Lake 
Valley lying west of the Jordan River, and is equal to about two-tbirds 
of tbe entire valley. It extends westward to the foothills of the 
Oquirrh Mountains and the Great Salt I.Jake and nort.hward to the lake. 
The area, roughly estimated, i814 miles ea t and west by 28 miles north 
and south at its greatest extreme, and includes over 250 square miles. 
Topographica.lly the area varies in elevation from the present level of 
tbe lake, which is 4,170 feet above sea leyel, to about 4,700 feet at tbe 
footbills. A contour taken 50 feet above the lake would include the 
northern half of t.be district, whicb is comparatively level. The por-
tion above such a contour inclines toward the mountains at the rate of 
from 50 to 100 feet per mile. The drainage is into the Jordan River or 
directly into the lake. 
The soils have been formed by material brougbt down from tbe moun-
tain sides and by sediments from tbe ancient Lake Bonneville, all of 
which have been materially modified by inflowing streams from tbe 
mountains and by tbe vacillating shore of the lake. Soils formed in 
this way are usually beterogeneous, and these soils form no excep-
tion to the rule. In the lower part of the valley the sediment is very 
deep, no rock or gravel being fou:pd at a depth of a hundred or more 
feet. As we get near the foothills, gravel and rock are plentiful and 
often crop out at tbe surface. Here there is little or no lake sediment 
apparent. 
The soils are fertile, but in the natural condition support only a 
meager vegetation, because they are either too dry or too salty. On 
the bigher portions, where there is little salt present, sagebrush forms 
tbe cbief growtb, while in the lower areas, wbere there is more moisture 
a.nd much salt, salt-loving perennials, such a greasewood and "mutton 
sas ," abound. 
The following classification of the soils is ba ed ou the judgment of 
the field experts, typical samples of the various types being sent to the 
laboratory alld analyzed, not as a basis for classification, but ill order 
to obtain an explanatioll of certain characteristics as they appeared in 
the :field. 
The chief basis of the classification is texture, as determined by tbe 
feeling and appearance of the soil, and it will be seen by st/udying the 
analyses of samples of the different types that the judgment of the 
experts is quite as accurate as the analysis itself. 
The classification is based chiefly on the characteristics of the first 
foot in depth of the soU, although the underlying stratum is sometimes 
considered, as in the case of the Bingham gravelly loam, where the 
gravel is sometimes absent in the top foot, but occurs in the second or 
third foot. . 
The soils have been classified under eight types, in the order of the 
m.agnitude of their respective areas, as follows: 
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1. Jordan sandy loam. 
2. Bingham gravelly loam. 
3. Jordan loam. 
4. Jordan clay and clay loam. 
5. Jordan meadows. 
6. Jordan sand. 
7. Bingham stony loam. 
8. Salt Lake sand. 
JORDAN SANDY LOAM. 
This loam, shown on the soil map by the orange color, comprises 
about 30 per cent of the entire district, and is the most important of 
the various types of the soil, both in extent and quality. It is a light, 
sandy loam, varying from one to several feet in depth, the texture of 
which is shown in the accompanying table of mechanical analyses. 
Mechanical analyses. 
s:I • t> .0 0 ~ S .0 ...... ' ''''''.~ 0 .... s 0 0 '1;1 ...... 0 g '1;1 '" ~'":> S 0 Q.l l>, S S 0 0 S 0 .e~ .~ 
..; S ...... .0 .,.] . ...... S ~~ <1J ~ ~ "']S '" oS 0 ....... 0 o"i5. ...... .,.]s ~s c:.s ~ s 0 C!s :s No. Locality. Description. Q.l ..... C':! 
.s ""C':! .~ S ~S .s ~8 Q.l ~ 8 "' .0 '1;18 <D :g gS '1;1'~ Q.l<1J 
'" sci ~ .0 $:I ,..", 0 $:I • 0 
'i ~o 0 "'<1J ~ .~ Q.l 0 '" 0 C':!,Q ~ I>, 
",,0 C':! I> ;e Q.l Q.l p"; 
..... Q.l '0 b.O OJ C':! Q.l $:I ,.. .... $:I OJ ~8 ~ ,.. 
,.. 0 
::>.l if; 
Q.l ~ if; 0 0 c!l 0 ~ 
------ - ------ ----
J O?' d a n sandy 
l oam s 0 to 12 
inches in depth. Pe?' Pe?' P er P er P er P e?' Per P er P er P e?" Per 
cent . cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. Ce?tt. cent. cent. cent. 
4303 SW.! sec. 17, T.l Dry levelland . . 0. 49
1
1.18 1. 84 0. 16 4.17 11. 40 27.87 17.76 23. 49 2. 64 8.79 
N ., R.l W. 
4311 SE. ! ec. 3 1, T . 2 Low level land. . 41 .94 2.17 1. 10 3.28 7.80 15.23
1
23.46 33.06 2. 80 9. 47 
:r 
., Rl W . 
4309 C. s c. 24, T. 1 S. , Dry lev lland .. 1. 69 ].62 9. 20 0.00 . 12 .61 26. 87 23. 55 23.30 3. 59
1
10. 87 
R.2 W. 
4369 S. C. sec. 17, T. 1 ..... do .......... 1. 50 1. 45 3.31 T. . 28 . 95 8.84 39.31 29.44 3. 2811.74 
.,R. l W. 
4310 C. sec. 20, T. 1 N. , . ... . do .. .. ...... 1. 09 1. 79 -5. 25 .13 3.96 9.61 20.13 16.43 26.36 2.59 13. 37 
R.2W. 
4297 . C. sec. 27, T.l 
N. , R. 2 W . 
. .• .. do ....... .. . .8!) 1. 55 4. 57 .18 3. 42 ]0.01 23.74 15. 65 24. 38 2.80 13.55 
4. 98 4365 NE. C. s c. 16, T . Alfalfa , irri· .30 1. 95 5.42 T. . 77 3.11 26. 82 35. 85 3.87 14.58 
2 S., R.1W. g a ted . 
4366 . C. sec. 1, T. 1 S. , Tr e es, ir r i· .44 1. 27 4.05 .67 1. 06 1. 43 9.11 29.85 33.08 4. 75 15.03 
R. 2 W. gated. 
ttbsoilsunde?·Jor· 
I dan san dy loams. 4370 Lo a m 2 4 to 3 6 Under 4369 ... __ 1. 08 1. 49 5.61 T. .48 1. 63 .61 27. 12
1
29. 42 2.60 22. 43 
inC]les. 
4371 Sandy loam 36 to ..... do ......... . .66 . 99 4.24 _ .. -. T . . 82 5.90 42. 4YO. 33 2.79 13.10 
60 ~n ches . 
4367 Lo a m12to 24 Under 4366 .. . __ .44 1. 27 5.16 .35 1.11 1. 40 5.84 30.05,31. 11 5 18.21 
inch es . 
4368 F in sand=sandy ..... do ...... __ .. .46 .90 3.94 T . . 31 .34 il.10 
... 3'1',.82 2.72 9.54 lo a m 24 to i8 
inch es . [ I 
The analyses of the eight samples of soil in the above table, the 
samples being taken from the first foot in depth, probably represent 
the range in t exture for this type of soil. The clay content is compara-
tively low, rangiIJg from a minimum of 8.79 per cent to a maximum of 
15.03 per cent with a mean of about 12.2 per cent, which may be taken 
as representing the average clay content of this type of soil. By 
far the larger part of the separations 00 ur under the heads of very 
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fine sand and silt, which give an average of ~4.1 and 28.6 per cent, 
respecti vely. 
The soil varies somewhat in uIHlerlying ~trata, but the most usual 
profile is 2 feet of sandy loam, 1~· feet of loam, and 1 foot of fine sand, 
underlaid by clay to considerable depth. III the above table Nos. 4370 
and 4371 show the texture of the loam and sandy loam (the latter 
approximating very fine sand) which underlie soil No. 4369, while Nos. 
4367 and 4368 represent the loam and fiue sand underlying soil No. 4366. 
The clay, which usually occurs at a greater depth than these samples 
represent, corresponds in texture to the analyses given for the same 
under Jordan loam 011 page 95. Subsoils of this texture permit a ready 
movement of the ground water, and should therefore be easily under-
drained by placing liues of tiles 150 feet apart. 
As a rule the Jordan sandy loam overlies the Jordan loam, 9n which 
it generally borders, and it occurs mostly in the irrigated district and 
the low land to the north. That portion of it lying above the irrigation 
canals, as well as that in the irrigated district wherever the water table 
is 10 or more feet below the surface, is free from any excessive amount 
of salts. On the low area to the north, however, it general1y contains 
considerable salt, especially in the lower depths. The native vegetn-
tion on this part of it consists mainly of grease wood and shad scale 
(perennial bushes growing from 1 to 4 feet in height) on the drier and 
less salty portions; and of lllutton sas, salt grass, and various small 
salt-loving annuals on the moist and more salty places. 
The accompanying table shows the per cent of salt in solution when 
the soil is saturated with water for various depths and places in the 
Jordan sandy loam, the percentage being calculated on the water-free 
soil. 
Table 8howing the soluble salt content at 8atu1'ation f01' va1'ious places and depth8 in J01'dan 
sandy loal1~, 
Dept h, in feet . Depth 
to 
Num ber of boring .I----,---,...----;------,-·--,----6--:-j- 7---,.I-s-...,.--9- 1 stian : . 
1. 2. 3, 4. 5. ' . ' . . water. 
P e?' ct. Pel' ct, P er ct. P el' ct. Pe,' ct. Pel' ct. I' P e-:-;; I Pf'l' ct. P el' ct. Feet. 
200 ........ . _ ..... . 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.0 O.OS 0.100.11 0.11 ] 0+ 
206 .. _________ .. _ ... 06 .05 .06 . 05 .09 .15 .... . ............. _ .. _ .. 20 
16 .. ......... _ ..... 1.51 1.17 .74 .50 .62 . 72 ... ............... _..... 4 
99 .......... __ .. _ ... 76 .63 .40 .35 .20 .2 1 .... · ... .... ... ...... .. . 3~ 
~~r:::::::::::::: j~ ::: IJi b::: t:~i ' ''i::~ ' :::::: :: :: :: :: :: :::::::: i~ !ll:::::::::::::*:: '!i ;:: U!::I:::::::: ::::::: !: 
a Irrigated. b Saud pocket. 
Borings Nos. 200 and 206 repre ent about the mean salt content of 
this type of soil on the good irrigated land. Here the salt rarely 
exceeds 0.1 per cent above a depth vf 5 feet. While there is a grad ual 
increase in the salt as we go down, it never occurs to an alarming 
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IX 
N ATURAL VEGETATION OF GREASEWOOD AND SAL TBUSHES ON J ORDAN SANDY LOAM. 
This land in its na tuml state is adapted only to the grazing of sheep. 
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extent , although there may be sufficient to wash out into seepage 
areas below, and thus cause damage by its accumulation. 
Borings Nos. 16, 99, and 651 show the condition on the low land 
where the water table is within 4 or Ie s feet of the surface. ' Here 
there is a comparatively large amount of salt present and Nos. 16 
and 99 show an accumulation in the snrface- foot, which is usually 
the case when the water is 3 feet or less below the surface. These bor-
ings were made during the driest part of the year, and it is probable 
that t he water table is nearer the surface during the time of the year 
when more rain falls. 
Boring No. 300 is in a favorable location on the low land where the 
water, before irrigation was undertaken, was nearly 10 feet below the 
surface. It has been irrigated for three years and is now planted in trees. 
The alt content is fairly uniform in its distribution and, while not 
pre ent in great quantity, there is sufficient to cause serious trouble if 
allowed to accumulate in the surface portion of the soil. This it is 
l ikely to do if the water t a ble rises much above its present level. 
Borings No. G29, 644,517, and 626 are representative of the amount 
an <l vert ical distribution of the salts for the unirrigated low-land part 
of thi type of soil, where the depth to standing water is 6 or more feet, 
which is usually the case. In these samples the aggregate amount of 
salt t o the depth of 6 feet is considerable and will correspond to the area 
shown on the map by an appropriate color, where the salt content to a 
depth of 5 feet ranges from 0.6 to 1 per cent. A small portion of this 
type of soil, however, falls within another area on the map, where the 
sal t content exceeds 1 per cent, while, on the other bawi, some of it falls 
in the blue area, with less than 0.6 of 1 per cent. The first foot usually 
carrie. a r elatively small amount of salt and indicates that crops could 
be successfully grown. As we go deeper , however, th.e amount of 
salts increases very rapidly and the second foot is usually about the 
limit for alfalfa, while the third foot almost invariably contains too 
much to permit the growth of any agricultural crops. At 6 feet there 
is u ually about 2 per cent of salt. 
This distribution of the salts probably occurs because the rains wash 
them down ward more rapidly than they are returned toward the sur-
face by evaporation. If irrigatio~ water were applied, the salts would 
continue to move downward, provided the water table remained at its 
pre ent depth. Unfortunately, however, the application of water inva-
riably causes a ri e of the water table, and if the application be con-
t inued over a considerable area the water table comes sufficiently near 
the surface to cause excessive surface evaporat,ion, which results in an 
u pward movement of the salts and their consequent accumulation at 
the surface. The present surface conditions as regards the amount of 
salt are fairly good over considerable areas, but in order to improve or 
even maintain these conditions ullder irrigation thorough underdrainage 
is imperative. 
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The Jordan sandy loam is easily cultivated alld is sufficiently fertile 
to produce almost any class of crops. It forms ~he most valuable por-
tion of the low salty area, because of the ease with which it may be 
reclaimed by underdrainage and \vashing. Owing to the light texture 
of the snbsoil, the lines of drains could be farther apart than in the 
heavier soils, and it would therefore be less expensive to drain. 
The diagram on page 93 (fig. 9) shows sections in various directions 
in the valley and illustrates the constitution of the soils to a depth of 
6 feet. 
BINGHAM GRAVELLY LOAM. 
This type of soil is next in extent to the Jordan sandy loam, and 
comprises 60 square miles, or 24 per cent, of the entire district. Except-
ing about 2,000 acres immediately under the Utah and Salt Lake Canal, 
principally in the southern part of T. 1 S., R. 2 W., it all lies above the 
irrigation canals and is too elevated to be irrigated by any of the pres-
ent water supply. There has been a scheme proposed for raising part 
of the water passing through the Jordan Narrows by hydraulic means 
and constructing another canal above and parallel with the Utah and 
Salt Lake Canal. The height to which it would be profitable to raise 
water for irrigation purposes by such means would take in only a nar-
row strip of this upland, owing to the steepness of the slo:>e toward the 
mountains. 
At Herriman there are about 100 acres irrigated by water taken from 
Butterfield Creek, and in the northwestern part T. 2 S., R. 2 W., there 
are a few small springs which serve to irriga.te a very limited area. 
There are alRo a few small farms along Bingham Creek irrigated by its 
waters. 
During freshets considerable water comes down from the canyons of 
the Oq uirrh Mountain~, and, in a few instances, some of it is diverted 
and used for irrigation. This, however, is very unsatisfactory, because 
at times when water is most needed no water is to be had. The only pos-
sible means of successfully irrigating any considerable area of this land 
is by storing the water from the mountain streams in reservoirs con-
strncted for that purpose. 
The Bingham gravelly loam comprises the 3,rea shown on the soil 
map by the brown color. It is always underlaid by gravel at within 3 
feet of the surface, and the small gravel generally papears at the surface 
in greater or less quantities. 
The following table gives the mechanical analyses of four samples 
of this soil to 12, and 15 inches in depth. 
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M echanical analyses of Billghan~ g1'avelly 10a11~ soils . 
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P e?' Pe?' Pe?' P er Per P er P er P e?' P er Per 
cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. 
4362 SW. i sec. 15, T. 3 Rolling lanel 0 ·to 2. 25 3. 96 1. 50 2.71 5. 81 8.87 27.9328.08 5. 13 J3. 53 
S ., R. 2 W. 15 inches, 25.5 per I I ent coarse ~raNel. 4363 S. C. sec. 24, T . 2 R olling land to 15 2.90 4.16 0.66 1. 77 7.71 8.50 28.71
1
22. 1!J, 4. 38 15. 98 
S .,R. 2 W. incbe , 9 per cent 
coa r se gravel. 
4312 SW. t,sec. 2, T. 2 Rolling laud 0 to 12 2. ~9 4. 53 7. 57 2. 64 2. 88
1
7.29 13. 00 37.12 4.34 18.15 
S. , . 2 W. inch es, 54.5 percent I coarse gravel. 4313 SE. i sec. 34, T . 3 Rolling land· 0 to 15 3.04 5.06
1 
. 33 . 77 2. " [ ' .69 15. "I". 91 5. °T~ " S. , R. 2 W. inch es , 4.4 p r cent 
coarse g ravel. 
The ana~yses sbow tbe texture of tbe fine earth after all gravel 
larger tban two millimeters in diameter has been taken out. The clay 
ranges from 13.5 to 22.6 per cent of the fine earth. The coarse gravel 
varies from 4.4 to 54.5 per cent. The gravel is small and more or less 
rounded and interferes little with the cultivlttion of the soil. Below 3 
feet, and sometimes at even a less depth, the gravel becomes large and 
occasionally gives place to bowlders and rock. The most usual profile 
to 6 feet in depth is 18 inches of gravelly loam, underlaid by large 
gravel. This type of soil is usually free from noticeable amounts of 
salt, as will be seen by referring to the salt map. The native vegeta-
tion consists largely of sagebrush, with some rabbit bush, grass,. tum-
ble weeds, etc. 
A considerable percentage of this type of soil is dry farmed to wheat. 
As a rule, the yield is small, but in years of abundant rainfall it some-
times exceeds ~O bushels per acre. The land slopes rapidly toward the 
mountains and has many deep washouts, which seem much larger than 
would be'required for the natural escape of tbe drainage waters. These 
were probably formed by cloudbursts, which at some period visit most 
of the areas in the Bonneville Basin. 
JORDAN LOAM. 
This type of soil , while ranking tbird in extent, is perhaps second in 
importance, as it mostly lies within reach of the present irrigation 
watp,r ~upply. It comprises about 50 square miles, or 20 per cent of 
the total area, and four-fiftbs of it lies below the present canal sys-
tems. Of this portion, however, tbere are numerous isolated areas, 
occurring in the area of clay flats near the shore of the lake, which, 
owing to their irregular forms, small siZE), and location would be rela-
tively expensLve to irrigate. The main body of this type of soil, Jww-
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ever, could be easily irrigated and, as demonstrated by that portion 
now under cultivation in the irrigation district, would prove excellent 
land if put in proper condition. 
This type of soil is shown on the soil map by the areas in solid red. 
It varies much in dept,h and underlying strata; the most usual profile, 
however, is 3 feet of loam, underlaid by clay which contains frequently 
pockets or strata of sand. 
The accompanying ta 1;>le of mechanical ana.lyses shows the texture of 
th e surface foot in six localities alld the character of the subsoil under· 
lying two of them. 
Mechanical analyses of J01'dan loams. 
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Pe?' Pel' P e?' P er P er F e?' P er Per P er Per Pe?' 
cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. c nt. cen t. 
4331 NW. C. sec. 34. T . Dry levelland .. 
o "11." 3.72 0.31 0.61 2. 51 7.0326.95 37.42
1
4. 14.70 
IN .• R. 2 W. 
4318 S. C. sec. 27, T . 3 Good a lfa lfa .56 2. 30 5. 05 .12 .16 .38 2.6220.02 37.73 6.73 22.58 
S.,R.1W. land il'l'if 1 
4324 S. C. ec. 1 , T. 1 Low , we bv 2.38 2. 39 14.13 . ]0 .47 1. 08 2.68 12.45 28. 59,12. 98 23.16 
S. , R. 2W. springs . • 
4.891 
1 
4325 NE.! se .35, T . l Dry levelland .. .81 2.35 T. .17 .64 4.6620. 68 36. 23 5.99 23.51 
., R .2W. 
5.67114.22 4364 N . C. sec. 4, T. IS. , . •.. . do .......... 1. 08 2.10 6.81 1. 57 2.42 3.23 29.96 6.49 27.66 
R.2 W. 
1. 07
1 
8. 57 4336 NI .! c. 8, T. 1 Low 1.1 n ev e u 1. 76 T. .56 1. 25 7. 45 33. 70 12.46 1. 06 31. 80 
N. ,R.2 W. land . 
ubsoi18 under J or· 
dan loams. 
4332 L oam 12 t o 24 U nd e r 4331. .... 1.16 1. 37 9. 41 T. J. 47 2. 10 6. '''1''.81 30. 58 2. 38 21. 04 in ches . 
4333 V r y fin e a nd 24 .. . .. do --_ ........ .95 1. 03 6.83 . . . . . .11 .66 7.7842. 67 27.04 1. 85 11. 91 
to 36 inch 
4334 a nd and lay 36 ..... do .... ...... 1. 25 .93 5. 64 3.78
1 
2. 01 0. 33 17. 5617. 97 24.18 2.40 13.63 
t o 4 inch . 
4335 Clay loam 48 to 72 .... . do . ... ...... 1.50 2.18 .1 6 1. 20' .88 1. Hi 2.40 13. 3835.49 4. 5Y8. 37 inches . I 4372 Clay loam 12 to 24 Und l' 4364 . ... . 1. 74 2.64 9.22 
. 49\ 1. 02 2. 65 5.08 11. 87124. 03 7.10 33.47 inches . 
4372a Clay loam 24 to 36 . .. . . do .. .... .... 2. 24 2. 15 11. 21 3.24 2. 52 2" 1
2
.'" '."123 ... 8.64 33.14 inches. 
10. 231 I 4373 Clay 36 t048il1ches. ... . . do .... ...... 2.241 2.10 T. . 41 .26 .41 7.332,1.46 9. 23 44. 38 
The clay content varies from a minimum of 14.7 per cent to a maxi-
mum of 31.8 per cent. The latter amount is rather high to be classed 
as a loam, 30 per cent being usually taken as the upper limit for this 
class. This sample, however, was easily classed as a loam by the 
obRerver in the field, and the fact that it contains a lower percentage 
of ilt and fine silt than any of the other samples analyzed fo'r either 
t lJi or the two preceding types of soil accounts for the apparent conflict 
between the analysi and the field judgment. The silt content, being 
unu ually low, counteract the effect of part of the clay, and therefore 
gives the sample the characteristics of loam. The mean clay content 
of 23.9 per ceut for these six sample may be taken as representative of 
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this type of soil. The other large separations are under the heads of 
very fine sand and silt, which give 21.5 and 30.4 per cent respectively. 
The first four separations show a very small percentage in any of the 
samples. 
Samples Nos. 4332-35, inclusive, show the texture of the subsoil to 6 
feet in depth under soil No. 4331. The second foot is also a loam, but 
heavier than the first, which is on the border line between Jordan sandy 
loam and Jordan loam; next comes very fine sand, which continues 
about two-thirds of the way through the fourth foot, and below this is 
clay loam. This character of subsoil, while common under Jordan loam, 
is perhaps more characteristic of the first type of soil. 
Samples Nos. 4372 and 4373 show the texture of the subsoil under soil 
No. 4364. Here the second and third feet are clay loam and the fourth 
foot clay. This is more characteristic of this type of soil than is the 
former subsoil, excepting that the overlying loam is of less depth than 
the average. Subsoils of this character are so heavy that ordinarily 
they would be rather expensive to drain, on account of the short intervals 
at which lines of tiles would need to be laid in order to prove effective. 
The field observations here, however, show that the clay or clay loam 
subsoil is roost usually inlaid by strata of fin e sand varying from a 
fraction of an inch to a foot or more in thicknes. While these strata 
are continuous for onlyiShort distances, yet they occur at such frequent 
intervals that they would undoubtedly be of material assistance if under-
drainage were undertaken. 
Soil No. 4324 occurs in an area wet by large springs and producing a 
luxuriant growth of salt grass, which accounts for the high percentage 
of organic matter. The apparently high percentage of organic mat-
ter in the heavier samples is probably in part water of crystallization, 
which is only driven off by temperatures higher than are required for 
moisture determinations. 
On the lowland the Jordan loam lies slightly lower than the sandy 
loam. It has the water-table rather near the surface and carries a 
higher percentage of salt. 
The accompanying table gives the percentage of salt in each foot to a 
depth of 6 feet for various places in this type of soil. 
Table showing the per cent of salts at satw'ation at va1'ious places and depth8 in Jm'dan 
loam. 
No. of boring. 
[Percentage calculated on water·free soil.] 
Depth t.o 
1- - --,----- - -:-----;------;---.....--- ---- standing 
]. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 8. water. 
Depth in fe.et. 
------ 1---- --- ------ - -------- - - -
Per cent. Pm' cent. Per cent. P er cent. Per cent. Pe1' cent. Pe?' cent. Feet. 
~75 . ....• _ ••••..•... 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 0,07 .... . . ... . 10+ 
149 . ............. . .. . 05 .05 .06 .07 . 07 ... . __ .... 
------_ ... -447 ....... _ ......... .58 . 23 . I :} .19 .14 ,18 1 
138 ......•.......... .49 .21 .18 .16 .16 .17 3 
127 ....... .......... .58 .41 .24 .15 . 16 . 16 3 
375 . .... ...... . . .... 2.07 1. 44 1.13 .86 .82 .92 4 • 
623 . ................ .11 .09 .23 .54 . 88 81 0. 67 51 
624 . ................ . 38 .95 1.17 1. 38 2.04 2. 36 6 
343 . . ... .... ....... . . 74 1. 38 1. 65 2.09 2.09 2.21 5 • 
649 . ...... . ......... 1. 43 2.37 2.60 3.45 3.66 3.37 6 
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Borings Nos. 275 and 149 are typical of the favorable conditiolls for 
thi type of soil in the 'irrigated district. Nos. 447, 138, and 127 are 
representative of the conditions in the southern part of T. 1 S., R. 1 
and 2 W ., where seepage water has caused an abandonment of the land 
for farming. Here the water table lies within 3 or less than 3 feet of the 
surface, and while the total salt content to a depth of 6 feet is only 
about 0.25 per cent, yet in the surface foot it has accumulated to such 
a.u extent as to be fatal t.o some crops. By removing the water the 
soil would soon return to a productive state. 
Boring No. 375 is in a low level area which is watered by large 
springs. At the time this determination was made the water had been 
turned off, and the water table was 4t feet below the surface. Ordi-
narily it is much nearer the surface than this, and, in fact, the surface 
is frequently covered by water. The salt content is high and shows an 
accumulation at the surface, this being always a result of wetne s. 
No . 623, 624, 343, and 649 show the range in salt coutent and its usual 
distribution on the lowland part of this type of soil when the water 
table is more than 4 feet below the surface. They all show the mini-
mum amount in the surface foot, and a gradual increase as the depth 
in creases. No. 623 shows an unusually small amount, 649 an excessive 
amount, and 624 and 643 normal amounts for this type of soil. 
A comparison of the soil and salt maps shows that most of this type 
of oil which is on the lowland falls within the slate colored area on the 
salt map-i. e., it contains from 1 to 3 per cent of salt to a depth of 5 
feet. Excepting about 2 square miles near the mouth of the Jordan 
River, none of it falls into the class containing more than 3 per cent; 
but on the other hand a small per cent falls in the class containing 0.6 
to 11 er ceut. 
Like the Jordan sandy loam, this type of soil also frequently shows a 
comparatively small amount of salt iu the surface foot, but as we 
descend it increases rapidly, and when the soil is put under irrigation 
the salts soou accumulate at the surface, unless by some means the 
water table is kept down and the surface evaporation reduced to a mini-
mum by the best cultivation or by shading crops. 
The larger pel'cpntage of this type of soil is capable of reclamation 
by underdrainage and washing, but at a somewhat greater outlay than 
would be required for the Jordan sandy loam. 
JORDAN CLAY AND CLAY LOAM. 
The next type of soil in order of extent is the Jordan clay and clay 
loam, which comprises about 35 square miles, or 14 per cent of the 
whole area. Excepting about 1,500 acres, one·half of which lies west 
of \Villiams Lake and the remainder southwest of Decker Lake, this 
type of soil lies from 4 to 8 feet lower than the land immediately adjoin-
ing. It is level and wet, and rarely contains any vegetation. It forms 
what was formerly the floors of lagoons near the shore of the lake and 
H. Doc. 399--7 
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often extends far back into the higher aud better laud. In otller places 
it assumes the form of dra\ys extellding like wide irregular allals back 
into the land for miles. Its distribution is shown 011 the t;oil map by 
the blue color. 
The accompanying table gives the mechanical analyses of two samples 
of soil and the subsoil under one of them to 6 feet in depth. 
Mechanical analyses of clay and clay loam soils. 
. s.~ ~ 00 -B ..... -B S 00 .... 0 0 g <:> <:> 
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cent. cent, cent. cent. cent. cen t. cent. cen t . cen t . cen t. cent. 
4345 C.S.18, T,1 N .,R. Salt flat ........ 8. 89 . . . " 11. 5] 3,94 4. 01 2. 92 2.2814. 10 UJ. 15 4.23 25.67 
2W. 
. I I I I 4351 S. 30, T . 1 N"R.l Low lev elland. 2.04 2,63, 6.39 .77 .90 2. 03 4. 3720.68'27. 46 4. 35 28. 18 I W. 
I (StLblOi l under4345.) I 
4346 D epth 12 to 24 Clay loam . ..... 11.47 2. l Y 3. 65 7. ]9 6. 17 4. 94 3.52 7.28 22.78 4.47 16. 86 
inch es . 
4347 Depth 24 to 36 Yellow clay ..•. 7.82 11. 02 12.06 4.14 1. 88 2.66 1.16 5.47 23. 53 3.45 26,87 
inches . I 4348 Depth 36 to 48 Red clay ....... 5.92 8.24 8.43 2.58 1. 06 .64 .54 8. 41 27.19 3.74 35. 23 
inches. 
4349 D epth 48 t o 60 ..... do ......... . 6.53 10.20 9. 50 8.58 . 41 .23 . 28 3.27 24.02 3.38 33. 50 
inches. 
..•.. do .•••.••••• 1'. 02 4350 I Depth 60 to 72 . ..... 5.32 .51 .29 . 32 .50 14.42 30. 04 Iv. 80 33.74 I inches. 
Sample No. 4351 shows tile texture of the small upland area just west 
of Williams Lake. It is very similar to the Jordan loam, which lies 
adjacent, but is slightly lower and somewhat heavier in texture. Its 
salt coutent to a depth of 6 feet is shown under boring No. 162 in the 
table giving salt content. 'fhe total salt content does not differ mate-
rially from that in the adjacent Jordan loam, but it shows an accumu-
lation in the upper portions, which is not the case with the latter, 
where the water table lies at 6 feet, as it does here. The probabilities 
are that the water table is much higher under this soil during- a portion 
of the season. 
No. 4345 shows the texture of the clay loam of the flats, 20 per cent 
of this sample being under the heads of organic matter, .and salt. 
Therefore the clay content should be increased from 25.67 to over 30 
per cent, in order to show the real per cent of clay present in the soil 
alolle. The subsoil beneath this it; shown in Nos. 4346-50. 
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The accompanying table shows the per cent of salt for tbis type of soil : 
Salt content at sat'n1'ationjm' va1'ious places and depths in J01'dan cl,ays and clay loa1ns, 
[Percentage calculated on water·free soil.] 
Depth in feet. D~~th 
N umber' of boring, 1--------------;---,------ - - - stand· 
______ li_ 1_' ___ 2. _1_3_. _1_4, ___ 5. _ __ 6. ___ 8_. _ ~ ~ ~ w~~r. 
Per ct, Pel' ct.' Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Pel' ct. P er ct. Pel' ct. P C?' ct. Per ct. Feet. 
132 . ..•.. •.... ..••. . 0.14 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.12 ..••... ....... .... . .. . .... . . 2 
162 ..............•• '11. 18 1. 23 1. 12 . 79 . 68 ············· ················'·····1 6 355    . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 5 4 95 6 30 6 41 5. 22 4. 44 2. 96 1. 86 . 88 3
645 . . . • • . • . . . . . . • . . . 4. 50 5, 06 6. 03 . .... .. 7. 82 1' . . . . .. ...•.. . ....•.. .•••... . ...... 1 ~ 
646 ...••••..•••..••. 10. 60 9.80 · 11.40 10.30 9.80 9.30 ______ . __ ..... ....... ....... 2 ~ 
1 
Boring No. 132 gives the salt for each foot to 6 feet in depth ' for the 
area southwest of Decker Lake. The water table at the time of 
making this boring was only 2 feet below the surface, but the deter· 
mination shows only a slight tendency to an accumulation of salt at 
the surface. In other portions of this area, however, the accumulation 
of tile salt at the surface has caused the land to be abandoned. 
Nos. 355, 645, and 646 give the salt content for three places in the 
barren clay loam and clay fiats, and the amount present is -simply 
astonishing. The above determinations show a range of from 4.5 to 
11.4 per cent of salt in solution at saturation in the upper 6 feet of 
soil, and it is probable that at such concentration some of the salts 
may remain undissolved and are therefore not shown by the electrical 
method, which was used in their determination. Below 6 feet in depth 
there is a gradual diminution in the salt content, and in boring :No. 355 
it is only 0.88 per cent at 15 feet in depth. Boring No. 646 shows a 
very high salt content, the average to 6 feet in depth being 10.2 per 
cent . . Allowing 70 pounds as the weight of a cubic foot of this soil, 
the amount of salt present, to a depth of 6 feet, in one square mile 
would amount to approximately 1,200,000,000 pounds. To the average 
mind such large numbers give no adequate idea of the real amount. 
By reduction we find that the 1,200,000,000 pounds equal 600,000 tons~ 
which, at the rate of 20 tons each, would fill 30,000 cars. At 20 cars 
to the train this would equal 1,500 trains, or a continuous train of cars 
180 miles long. 
The agreement in area of this type of soil and the areas on the salt 
map showing 3 or more per cent of salt is almost identical. This type of 
soil being low, wet, salty, and of a clay nature, is not worthy of any 
notice for agricultural purposes at the present time. Those parts of it 
that extend far back into the better land form good drainage outlets for 
the latter and with very little improvement would serve to conduct 
drainage water to the lake. 
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JORDAN MEADOW • 
The Jordan Meadows comprise about 12 square miles, or 4.8 per cent 
of the entire area. They lie as a narrow strip, from a few rods to 
three-quarters of a mile in width, bordering on the Jordan River, aud 
their usual elevation is only a few feet above the water in the river. 
Both the soil and the subsoil vary much in texture. The soil, how-
ever, is generally either a sandy loam or a loam about 2 feet in depth, 
which is underlaid by 2 feet of clay and this iu turn is underlaid by 
sand and gravel. The soil is usually black, on account of the large 
amount of organic matter that it contains. 
The following table shows the mechanical analyses of the soil from 
three places: 
Mechanical analyses oj Jordan Meadows soils. 
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4338 W . C. sec. 22, T. 1 
N.,R.1 W. 
4337 SW. C. sec. 14, T. 1 
S .. R.1W. 
4339 E . C. sec. 14, T. 3 S. , 
R.IW. 
Pe?' P er Pe?' P er P er P e?' P el' F e?' Pe?' P er Per 
cen t. cen t. cent. cen t. cen t. cen t. o;en t . cen t. cent. cent. cen t. 
River bot tom, 1. 05 1.18 5.90 T. 3. 71 8. '215. !l1 36. 07 15.75 1. 74 9.65 
o to 24 inches. I 
River bottom, 1. 96 1. 89 9. 23 T. 1. 57 1. 72 7. 1631. 30
1
26. 76 3. 3415.5:\ 
o to 12 inch es . I 
River bottom, 1. 68 4. 8511. 61 . 21 .82 3. 01 6. 87
1
19.4130. 84 5.96 16. 112 
o t o 12 inches. 
This type of soil was the first irrigated on the west side of the river, 
but wherever irrigation has been practiced above this land the seepage 
waters have come down and caused much damage. At present very 
little of it is farmed, but it often furnishes good pasture. 
The accompanying table gives tho salt content to a depth of 6 feet 
in three localities. The salt wbile not present in excessive amounts is 
sufficiently high to be harmful and is sometimes even fatal to ordinary 
crops. There is a tendency for it to accumulate at the surface. 
Salt content at sat~(ration j01' variou,s depths and places in Jot'dan nteadows. 
[Percentage calcula ted on w at er-free soil.j 
No. of boring. 
Depth in feet. 
I 
D ep t h to 
--- .,-----,---...,..-----;------;'--- standing 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. wnter. 
·Per cen t. Per cent. P e?' cent. P e?' cent. 5 . _______ . __ .• _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ O. 37 O. 76 O. 40 O. ill 
637 . ____ •. ___ • .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ O. 55 O. 51 O. 49 O. 55 
281 ..... ____ •• _______ • _ ••.. _ _ _ O. 73 O. 67 O. 36 O. 29 
P er cent. ' P e?' cent. Feet. 
O. 36
1 
O. 35 3~ 
0. 35 0. 30 6 
0. 27 0.18 5 
JORDAN SAND. 
These sands constitute a marginal area along the bluffs just above 
the Jordan meadows, and are found in a few isolated area~ on the 
upland. They are shown on the soil map in yellow. It is fine sand 
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BINGHAM STONY LOAM , LOOKING TOWARD THE LAKE SHORE. 
This stony loam can not be cu ltivated . 
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usually to a depth of 6 feet or more, although occasionally occurring as 
an overlying stratum only 1 <?r 2 feet in depth~ covering sandy loam or 
loam. In places it drifts about as dunes, and is usually so located as 
to be difficult to irrigate, therefore it is not much used for agricuIt.ural 
purposes. Where irrigated it requires large amounts of water to cover 
any considerable distance, and as a consequence, accumulations of 
seepage waters on low adjacent areas are the rule. Owing to the leachy 
character and good underdrainage, it seldom contains much salt. 
BINGHAM TONY LOAM. 
This loam occurs above all canals, and constitutes a small area near 
the foothills of the Oquirrh Mountains, shown on the soil map by the 
brown color. It consists ofa thin layer of sandy or gravelly loam, under-
laid by bowlders, rock, and conglomerate, which frequently outcrops, 
from a few inches to the height of a man, at the surface. It is too stony 
for cultivation. 
SALT LAKE SAND. 
This sand is a product of Great Salt Lake, and consists of spher-
ules about the size of No. 10 shot, which are made up almost wlJolly of 
carbonate of lime. The accompanying table shows the mechanical 
analysis of a sample of this sand taken from the dunes along tlle lake 
shore. It is known as oolitic sand, because it resembles the petrified 
eggs of fish. Whether the spherules as such "ere formed in the proc-
ess of separating from the water or whether they were formed by the 
action of the wind and water, from the broken fragments of lime-car-
bonate hardpan that occur ill great quantity along tlJe shore, was at 
first a matter of conjecture. 
Mechanical allalysis of Salt Lake sand. 
IDiameter. Conventional llame. 
.Jfillimeters. 
~ ~~~. 5 I ~~:s~r:::l':~'::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::~ :::::: 
0.5 to .25 I MediLUll sand .................................. . 
.25to.1 Fin6sand .. . ............... . ................... . L 1 to .OOOJ Very fine sand-silt and clay .................. . 
4355.~ 
Shores 
ofG. S.L . 
0.62 
2. 35 
81. 25 
15. 32 
.~ 
Upon examining the different separations in the laboratory, however, 
it was found that the portion classed as fine gravel consisted of quite 
angular broken fragments of lime carbonate, the angles slightly rounded 
by erosion. The particles of the next grade-coarse sand-were much 
more rounded, although the larger ones were still quite angular, as 
could be seen by the naked eye. The third grade-medium sand-
included over four-fifths of the sample? and in this all of the particles 
were well rounded, there being no angular ones. Under the micro-
scope the most of these particles proved to be almost perfect spheres, 
while a smaller proportion of them were oblong or egg shaped. The 
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surfaces were quite smooth and highly polished. The fourth grade-
fine sand-was similar to the third, but more of the particles were oblong 
and a few of them somewhat cylindrical, while the small percentage 
remaining in the class of very fine sand was chiefly angular particles of 
very fine sand and silt with just a trace of clay, the material being silice-
ous, not carbonate of lime. All of the particles, except those of the very 
fine sand, when treated with dilute hydrochloric acid give rise to a vio-
lent ebullition of carbon dioxid and soon disappear, leaving behind 
only a small flocculent precipitate, which, under the microscope, is 
shown to be clay particles with an occasional angular particle of silt. 
There seemed to be no nuclei to the lime carbonate particles, and all the 
evidence points to their formation by the breaking up of the thin pieces 
of lime-carbonate hardpan, which is quite abundant. These broken 
pieces, when sufficiently cubical, afterwards become rounded by the 
action of the water and the wind. Where the particles of lime-carbon-
ate hardpan are flat they do not take on a rolling motion, and conse· 
quently do not become rounded. The particles are sufficiently soft to 
be easily crushed by pressure with a knife blade. It forms an insignifi-
cant area along the shore, either as dunes, which in some places reach 10 
or 12 feet in height, 01' spread out on the beach and on the slightly ele-
vated areas near the lake shore as a layer of from a few inches to sev-
eral feet in depth. Whatever its mode of formation, the material evi· 
dently comes from the lake water, which has reached the saturation 
point in regard to carbonate of lime. 
HARDPAN. 
The sketch map of the valley on page 103 shows a number of small 
areas of hardpan on the level lands betw~ell Salt Lake City and Great 
Salt Lake. This formation occurs over an aggregate area of about 12 
square miles. The hardpan usually occurs under the Jordan sandy 
loam. This material is encountered at from 12 to 30 inches below 
the surface and at an average depth of 18 inches. It is from 2 to 18 
inches thick, and averages about 3 or 4 inches. 
The texture of the hardpan is the same as the material immediately 
above and below it, but this layer has been cemented by lime carbo-
nate. Under ordinary conditions it is quite pervious to water and to 
the roots of plants, but when dry it is quite hard and difficult to dig. 
When moistened with water and soaked for a while it softens consider-
ably, but does not disintegrate to any appreciable extent. It effer-
vesces freely wit.h hydrochloric acid and falls apart into a sandy loam. 
As would be expected, the subsoil immediately below the hardpan 
is quite moist throughout the season, while above it the soil is quite 
ury during the summer months. The soil above the hardpan is usu-
ally free from excessive quantities of alkali, while below the hardpan 
the salt content is very much greater. 
011 'the shores of the Great Salt Lake very interesting observations 
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FIRST STAGE OF THE FORMATION OF HARDPAN ON THE SHORES OF THE LAK E WITH D ECOMPOSING A I".GA:. BEING INCRUSTEO 
WITH CARBONATE OF LIME. 
SKETCH MAP OF SALT LAKE VALLEY, UTAH. 103 
Note 
Elg:.ures show parts of' soluble 
matter in 10(),OOO parts ot' water 
Shaded areas show hard-pan 
1-;) Teet below surl'ace 
8-B Sections A-A} 
c-c 
MILES 
5 
FlG. 10.-Sket.ch map of western part of Sal t Lake VaJley, showing canals, hardpan 
areas, and parts of salt in 100,000 parts of ri ver and irrigation .waters. 
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were made on bardpan forming on the surface and in all stages of for-
mation. The preliminary stage was the washing up of algm from the 
lake and of immense quantities of the salt shrimp, which lives in the 
lake waters, on to tbe beacb. These gradually become crusted over 
with various salts, which, after repeated leaching, leave only the diffi-
cu!tly oluble lime carbonate. As the organic matter decomposes it is 
replaced with the lime carbonate, until the mass finally assumes the 
cbaracter of thin strata of broken limestone rock, nearly covering the 
surface over considerable areas. 
Dr. Cameron bas examined this material and has made the follow-
ing interesting statements upon its proba ble mode of formation: 
The samples collected on the shores of the lake by Mr. Gardner suggest orne very 
interes ting ideas as to the form ation of hardpan. The samples all show the presence 
of calcium carbonate as snch, more or less densely compacted , and th ere can be no 
doubt that this material i the cement holding together the ot.her constituents which 
go to make up the hardpan. Calcium, in some form of combillation, is present in the 
water of the Salt L ake. From an analysis made by Dr. J. E . Talmage in 1889 there 
appeared to be 0.084 per cent of calcium in the water, and it seems r easonable to sup-
pose the amount is no Ie s at the present time. The original source of the lime was 
probably in gypsum or carbonate of lime, and for our purpose it is a m atter of 
indifference which it was. Gypsum (or t h carbonat.e of lime either) is but slightly 
soluble in water free from other salts. But the presence of another salt markedly 
influences its solubility . If sodium chlorid b e present, we shall hayo in the solution 
some sodium chlorid, some sodium ions, and some chlorin ions, thus: 
+ 
NaCl Na Cl 
When the cal cium SUlphate is brought into contact with t he solution we will get at 
once and in the same way calcium ulphat e, calcium ious, and sulphions in the 
solution: 
+ 
CaS04 Ca S04 
But the sodium IOns and the slllphions present will unite to a certain extent to form 
sodium ulphate. At once there is a tendeucy for the sodium chloriil. to furnish more 
sodium ion.' and the cal cium sulphateto furnish more sulphions to re tore the equilib-
rium. In the same mannElr the calcium ions and the chlorin ions will unite to form 
the very soluble calcium chlorid in the solution with a corresponding tendency to 
the formation of further calcium and chlorin ions. ·While the gypsum is but spar-
ingly soluble, all these other sa.lts formed are quite soluble, and more and more of 
the gypsum will di sociate and go illto solution unt il equilibrium be reached. If 
the sodium·chlorid solution b e at all concentrated, it has been sho wn that t he amount 
of gypsum soluble in it is astonishin o1ylarge. In thi. wa,y it is easy to seehowliwe 
salts could be carried 10wn to the lake. But just as the presence ofa salt ill creases 
the solubility of another without a common ion, it decreases the solubility of the 
second salt if they both yielil. a common ion. Of all the possible alts which may 
form in a solution when in in table equilibrium as regard saturation , that salt which 
is the lea t soluble will, of course, be precipitated. Thus it is that the waters ofthe 
Salt Lake containing l arge amounts of soluble sulphates, practi cally saturated with 
respect to them ill fact, contain but a very small amount of calcium. 
Moreover, the water of Salt Lake has been shown in this laboratory to contain a 
small amount of carbonate, either calcium carbonate or, much more likely, so<lium 
carbonate. This fact is not recorded in any of the published analyses of the water, 
so far as I know, and as a matter of fact this need not cause any surprise under the 
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ADVANCED STAGE OF FORMATION OF H ARDPAN ON SHORE OF L AKE. 
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circumstances. Its presence was discovered almost accidentally. Mr. Gardner had 
attempted to test the water for alkalinity by adding phenolphthalein solution. No 
color whatever was apparent, but on throwing the conten ts of the vessel away and 
attempting to rinse with distilled water a marked alkaline reaction was observed in 
the wash waters. Investigation showed the absence of any alkali in the distilled 
water. An examination in this l aboratory brought out the explanation of the 
phenomena very clearly. There is sodium carbonat e -in the solution, and normally 
thi ' would dissociate with the formation of sodium ions, which could be detected by 
the phenolphthalein. But the water contains so large an amount of salts with 
sodium ions that the solution is saturated wHh respect to this ion, and, carbonates 
being salts of a weak acid-that is, with a r elati vely small tendency to dissociate-
the dissociation of the so(lium carbonate is completely" driven back." Consequently 
there is no dissociated sodium carbonate in the solution. On the addition of more 
water, however, the concentration of the solution wit h I'espect to the sodium ion is 
decreascd, more sodium ions may be formed, and the sodium carbonate dissociates, 
which fact is indicated by th e pheuolphthalein sol ution. This explauation was 
verified by repeated experiments wi t h the water from the Salt Lake and with brines 
containing traces of sodium carbonate, prepared artificially. There is the further 
interest in tllese facts, that the absence of lime carbonates in the lake water has 
been the subject of much interest and speculation. The explanation is apparent 
from what haR just been said. As he conditions are such that practically no disso-
ciated calcium sulphate or di sociated calcium ca,rbonate can exist, the water will 
only take up so much of these salts as is soluble without dissociation, somewhat less, 
in fact, than if the other salts were not present in the water. 
At the edge of the lake the spray carrying various salts in solution falls on 
bunches of algrn and other orgauic matter, and, the water evaporating, the salts 
contained are precipitated. Theoretically the first to separate shoulcl be the small 
amount of calcium carbonate present, and in a general way this is probably so, bnt 
it is more or less mixed with the other salts. These other salts, being more soluhle, 
are partially restored to the lake b y the returning drip, b y washing with rain water, 
etc., and the calcium carbonate already depo ited will has ten the precipitation of 
more calcium carbonate from successive washings of spray, and thus it will gradually 
accumulate. In the specimens of the most recent formation collected by Mr. Gardner 
these views are well exemplified. In water, either cold or hot, the material is 
part,ially disintegra,ted and dissolved, fragments of the alg:::e (green and well 
preserved) being obtainable from the residue, as well as small twigs aUf 1 other 
organic matter. The contents of the water solution appears to be in the main 
sodium chlorid, though otller salts might be found on a careful examination. The 
solution showed the presence of but little lime and did not efferve ce noticeably on 
the addition of an acid. The residue insoluble iu water proved to be nearly entirely 
carbonate of lime, a very small residue being left after treatment with dilute 
hydrochloric acid. 
Farther back from the water's edge specimens were obtained, consisting of twigs, 
grasses, etc., dead organic matter, bonnd together with a material which proved on 
examination to be nearly all calcium carbonate, though there appeared to be quite a 
small amount of sodium chlorid and other salts present. On treatment wUh dilute 
hydrochloric acid, besides the dead organic matter there was a small r esidue of fine 
sand or silt left. This hardpan, while much harder and more compact thau the one 
first (tescribeo., is still sufficiently friable to be broken with t he fingers, though with 
some difficulty, and is fairly porous. It can be regarded a,s r epresenting a subse-
quent stage or later development of the first described specimens. The sodium 
chlorid and other water-soluble salts have been gradually washed out and return d 
to the lake. The calcium carbonate, by alternate redissolving aud r epr ecipitation, 
has become more dense and compact. In this -process the sodium chlorid may have 
been au im-portant factl)l'. It would se m quite probable t hat the dead organic mat-
ter might playa decided role in yielding byoxidatiol1 carbonic acid. This carbonic 
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acid, in tbe presence of moisture, would dissolve the lime carbonate with the forma-
tiou of tbe bicarbonate, and the bicarbonate, in turn, would reprecipitate as the car-
bonate on drying. Sti ll farther back from the water's euge was found another type 
of material, evidently repre enting a later sta,ge in the genesis of h ardpan. This 
material appears to be but very slightly atrecteo. by treatment with water. It is 
practicalJyall so·lnule in moderately dilute hYl1rochloric acid, a small rcsio.ue of 
light brown silt remaining. The cementing materia.l p roves to be almost entirely 
lime carbonate with, perhaps, Rome magnesium carbonate. It is quite dense anu 
compact and not. iceably free from the uuuecomposeci organic matter in the sp ci-
mens last described. It eviuently represent · a later product of tbe process of resoln-
tion in car bonat ell water, reprecipitatio·n on drying, ano. may fairly be taken as the 
t ype of the final prouuct in the genesis of a lime carbonate h ardpan . . 
On the shore between tbe two deposits last de cribed (or till farther back in the 
form of wino.-blown dunes) are fOllnd great qnantities of small, remarkably well-
rounded. spherul s, whose composition appears to be either entirely calcium car-
bonate or calcium carbonate about a very small n ucleus of sand or some silicp.ous 
miueral. Se, eral hypotheses have been suggest ed as to the origin of tLis material, 
but so far none seems to have received much creden e. I am inclineo. to think they 
orig inated from the forming hardpan on the shore, by the action of waves during 
rough weather, by splitting up of the parent material by fros t, tbe result of wind 
act.ion, or ofa1l1hese agencies. Their roundeo. form is quite easily accounted for in 
two ways-as the 1'0 ult of rolling from the a ct.ion of the water; by the etching due 
to the solvent effect of the water, it b eing a well demonstrated fact that in the 
absence of any special reason to the contrary the result of such action is always to 
rouml off the edges anll prolluce a spherulitic form , thereby reducing the surface, 
and consequently tbe "active mass, " to a minimum. The striking uniformity in the 
size of tbe particles n1:1y be t aken as confirmatory ev id n ce of the v iews ju t pre-
sented. Suppose tho particles to have b een originally of widely vary ing masses. 
At such times as they woulU hn.Ye boen under tLe influence of tho water they ,vonld 
bave been stirring abollt in a heavy, rather vis ous br ine, whose specific g ravity 
would not be very far from that of the carbonat particles. Naturally the heavier 
p articles woulU gradually accumnlate at the bottom, tho lighter ones at the top, 
<Iud, as the t nrlmle ll t actions cea ·ed b ecause the particles bau. practi cally the same 
shape alH1 density, th ose of equ:ll mass woulu. haye f)lInl volumo anll wouhl settle 
at the same time. The l al'O"e1' parti les at the bottom might well be expected to 
grallnn,lIy cOI1. olic1ate i f l ~ ft un cl i tnrbell for s llffi cient time, ancl some specimens 
collected by Mr. Gardner indi cat ' t Lat snch actio l1 has t al,en place. 
WATER S PPLY. 
The main watel' supply for the we .. tern part of the Salt Lake Valley 
is derived directly from the Utah bake and delivered through the Jor-
dan River, the distance between the lake and the Jordan Narrows, 
where the later canal are taken out , being about 6 or 7 miles. 
Utah Lako is a large body of fresh water, baving approximately 125 
square miles of surface, but rather shallow. It is fed by rather short 
mountain streams, derived largely from melting- snow. The water in 
these streams is of excellent quality and quito free from salts. The water 
of the lake itself contains rather more alkali, as the seepage from the 
surrounding lands-both irrigated and nOllirrigated-sensibly affects 
the Ralt content. In the spring of 1899 Mr. Means found the salt con-
tent of Utah Lake to be about 50 parts in 100,000. In a shallow lake 
with such an extensive surface area the effect of evaporation during the 
summer must sensibly increase the concentratioll of the salts in the 
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water. . This probably acconnts for the difference of the salt content of 
the lake, as observed by Mr. Means in July, and the 89 parts per 100,000 
at the Narrows in the Jordan River, observed about the 1st of October 
by the writers. 
There are seven canals taken out of the Jordan River between the 
Jordan Narrows and Salt Lake City for irrigation purposes, besides 
three or four small canals for water power. Five of the irrigating 
canals are on the west side of the river, but on~y three of these are at 
present used to any consid"erable extent for irrigating purposes. 
The total flow of water in the Jordan River at the Narrows has been 
variously estimated at different periods between 1895 and 1899 at from 
244.2 second-feet to 526.3 second-feet, the information being obtained 
from the office of the city engineer. 
The North Jordan Canal was the first one of the great canals con-
structed on the west side of the river. It is taken out of the river 
about 9 miles below the Jordan Narrows. McAlljster made a number 
of measurements in 1895-1897, inclusive, and found the flow in the canal 
to vary from 50.3 to 103.7 second-feet. This canal is about 14 miles 
long. 
The next canal constructed on the west side of the river was the 
South Jordan, which is taken out of the Narrows, and i~ about 16 
miles long. Various measurements have been made by a number of 
observers from 1895 to 1899 of the flow in this canal, and the results 
vary from 40.4 to 166.6 second-feet, with an average flow of about 75 
or 80 second-feet. 
The Utah and Salt Lake Canal, which is about 50 feet above the 
last-named canal, is also taken out of the river at the Narrows and is 
about 23 miles long. The measurements in this canal at different 
times and by different observers vary from 49.8 to 185 second feet, 
with an average of considerably more than 100 second-feet. A con-
siderable part of this, however, amounting at times to 50 per cent, is 
used by the power:. plant which supplies an electric current to Bingham 
and Mercer and returns the water directly to the river. 
Observations made in 1899 show an estimated flow on June 4 for all 
canals t aken out of the Jordan River of 526.3 second-feet; on August 
18 of 325.6 second-feet; and on September 22 of 325.8 second-feet. 
Besides the three principal canals used for irrigation on the west 
side, there are two others, namely, the Brighton and North Point and 
the North Point Consolidated, which were intended for irrigating the 
low land west of Salt Lake City, but which are hardly used at all at the 
present time. The North Point Consolidated Canal has a capacity of 
about 100 second-feet; the Brighton and North Point Canal is much 
smaller. There was enough water flowing past the intake of these 
canals during the snmmer of 1809 to have supplied their full capacity. 
An analysis was made by Dr. Cameron of the solid matter of a sam-
ple of water from the Jordan River near the Narrows and of another 
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sample taken from the Jordan River opposite Salt Lake City. The fol-
lowing table gives the result of these analyses: 
Kind and arnonnt of salt in J01'dan· Rive?' 1Vate1' as determined by D1'. Cante1·on. 
Kincl of salt. 
N~C03 .••..•....•.••........•.••..........•........ . 
Ca804 • • •••••••••••• •••••• ••• • •••••••••••••••• ••••• • •• 
Na2S04······ ···· ··· ·· · ········ · ······················ MO'CI~ ....•...•.••••••.....•... . ••••••..........•••••• 
NaC!. ...... .. ...................................... .. 
Total ... ... ..... .... ...... . .............. ..... . 
Residue dried at 1050 C ... ... ................. . 
",Vater of crystallir.atiou by difference .. .... . . . 
At iutal(e of Utah and 
Sal t Lake Canal, Oc· 
tober 2. 
Parts of 
sal t in 
100: 000 
parts of 
water . 
4.2 
23 
11 
5.4 
45.6 
Per centof 
total salts 
present. 
4.71 
25.78 
12.33 
6.06 
5]. 12 
89.2 100 
D8 ..• ••..••••. 
8.8 ........... . 
At Salt Lake City, 
October 30. 
Parts of 
flal t in 
1UO ,000 
parts of 
water. 
Trac. 
38 
9.8 
5.4 
55.8 
P r centof 
total salts 
present. 
34.86 
8.99 
4.96 
51.19 
109 100 
118.4 . ....•....•. 
9.4 .........••• 
The sketch ·map of the valley (page 103) gives the total salt content in 
parts per 100,000 as observed during the progress of the survey in different 
partsof the valley. It will be observed that there is considerablefluctua-
tion ill the salt content of the river between the Narrows and Salt Lake 
Oity. This is dependent on two causes. On the east side of the river 
there are a number of mountain streams which deliver a considerable 
volume of snow water to the Jordan River, thus improving the quality 
of the water by dilution. On the other hand, there i . a large amount 
of seepage waters collected by the river from the lanus on either side, 
and, as these waters are generally highly chargeu with alkali salts, the 
salt content of the river tends to increase. Without this explanation 
of the couditions prevailing it would seem strange to see a salt content 
at the Narrows of 89 parts per 100,000 and this increased, at a point 
about hal f way to Salt Lake City, to 197 parts ; at the intake of the 
surplus canal it is 149 parts, while at a point only two or three miles 
from the mouth of the river the salt content is 1~6 parts per 100,000. 
The increase below the Narrows is to be ascribed entirely to the 
seepage from the adjoinillg irrigated lands on either Side, while the 
comparatively low salt content near the mouth is due to the large vol-
ume of purer mountain water delivered by the several creeks which 
empty into the Jordall River at Salt Lake City. -
The sketch map shows the salt content of the water in the irrigation 
canals so far as observed during the cour8e of the survey, These meas-
urements cover a, period of four months. 
For plants growing with their roots immersed in water, i. e., grown 
by water culture and not in the soil, the limit of endurance is about 1 
per cent, or 1,000 parts of salt per 100,000 parts of water. A soil con· 
taining 0.4 per cent of salt, saturated with pure distilled wa.ter, would 
have in the soil moisture a concentration of 1 per cellt. As all of these 
soils cont aiu more Qr less alkali, and a.s evaporation and consequent 
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N ORTH P OI NT AND C ONSOLI DATED CANAL SHOWIN G SEE PAGE ALONG SIDES OF CANAL. 
;Oreal damage !"tas resulted lo adjoining lands from the improper construction of canals. This is the source of the greatest injury to 
. the lands in the YaJJey. 
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cOllcentration set in ill1mediately after the applicatioll of water to the 
laml, it is unsafe to use water having a concelltration greater than 
about 250 or 300 parts per 100,000 for irrigating tiJe lands. 
According to this standard it will be seen that all of the canals de-
liver water of a good quality for irrigation purposes, especially the 
higher canals. The Uta.h and Salt Lake Callal cOlltains only about 95 
parts of salt per 100,001) parts of water, the South Joruan Canal con-
taills hardly more than. this, "hile the North Jordan Oanal contains 
neady twice as much, but is still well witbin the llmit of safety, at least 
o far as immediate effects are concerned. '1'be limit of safety is depend-
ellt upon so mallY things-sueh as the salt cOlltent of tue soil, the tex-
ture of the soil, the drainage. kind of crop, the stage and condition of 
cultivatio1l, and tLe climatic conditions-that only very general figures 
call be given for such broad applica,tion. 
APPLICATION OF W A'rER. 
~he three principal canals on the west side of the river with which 
we have to deal are the joint property of the owners of the irriga,ted 
land, each man having sLares in proportion to the amOU1lt oflafi(.t"owne~. 
Allyone not holding shares can rent water rights froll1 those who own 
more shares than they have personal need of. 'fhe water is generally 
apportio1led among the landowners in proportion to the stock they 
coutrol. Tlle exa~t amoullt of water llsed per acre in this district has 
llot beell determined; but the average for the State of Utah is esti-
mate<l at auout 1 second-foot for each 100 acres. There is generally 
all abulI(lanee of water in the canal; but when tllere is any deficiency 
all suff'er alike in a reduced supply. The water is allowed to run con-
tiuually tlll'ougliout tbe season and the excess runs onto uncultivated 
or pasture lamI. Tllere is believen to be lllore water used at times of 
almlluant flow thall is absolutely necessa,l'y. Furthermore, the high-
la.nd canals run for a portion of tlJe uistance through very pervious 
gr:avelly loams. The seepage and waste waters from tLe canals acco~nt 
in great measure for the 10 sq uare miles of good land which bas already 
been ruined by seepage alln alkali. It has been shown that the water 
is of good quality and tlJe lands of the upper bellches are naturally 
free from any great excess of alkali; but the continual seepage from 
the canals during the growing seaSOll for a great many years has 
trallspol'ted a quantity of salt to the lower lev~ls. 
The lIecessity of careful construction of the canals, especially those 
011 gravelly lands, and the desirability of preventing the waste water 
from flowing over tlle lower levels is sufficientl~ obvious without further 
comment. 
The application of water on the low lauds west of Salt Lake City, 
where there is a large amount of alkali in the lower depth, has been 
attended with very disastrous results to crops. The salt has quickly 
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riseu to the surface and, even where the surface foot .was origillally 
free from alkali , the crops have ueen completely ruilled in tiJe conrse 
of two or three years. 
A very serious feature of tlle prevailing practice is tllat tIle la ud n l,on 
which an excess of water is used, or the land adjacent to a leaking 
ditciJ, is ofteu uot injured for a while and may evell be improyed uy 
the excess of seepage water; while the lands at tlle lower levels, perhaps 
uuder the second or third ditch, may receive the full effect of ihis 
pernicious practice or coudition. 
The advisability and even necessity of State legislatioll , to compel 
the ditch OWllers to g uard against undue seepage and to prevent the 
property owners from using excessive amoullts of ,vater iu il'rigatioll, 
is sufficiently obvious to require no furtller comment at tlliR place. 
Property OWllers whose lands are damaged by either of these means 
should be able to recover dawages ill civil snits. 
NDERGROUND W...iTER. 
One of tIle maps accompanyillg tIlis report gives t he deptll to staude 
ing water at the time of the survey. Oue of the three sllades of greell 
shows the area upon whicli stallding water is found witllill 3 feet of 
the snrface of the ground; another .shows the area where the watcl' is 
between 3 alld 10 feet of t.he surface, aud tIle t hird color sllows wllere 
it is below 10 feet. 
With standing water within 3 feet of the surface of the soil it is iu 110 
condition for any of our agricnltural crops. Such al'ea~ must be drained 
in order to use the land for agricultural purposes. WitIl water within 
3 to 10 feet of the surface there is always more or less dauger iu tlle 
application of irrigation water. It i~ incumbellt upon tlle owers of such 
land to watch the fluctuatioll of _ the undergroulld water and to under· 
drain wherever necessary. 
The texture of the soU, alld especially the character of the uUsoil, 
will largely determine the extent of tlle danger to be feared. The 
large areas south of Salt Lake City and the areas along the Jordall 
River with standillg water withill 3 feet of the surface are believed to 
be due entirely to seepage from tlle callal::s and from the irrigated la.nds 
above. 
The underground water map shows, therefore, the areas which require 
immediate draillage to relieve the soil of surplus water. It is incum· 
beut upon all those livjllg within the areas colored medium allcl dark 
green to provide adequate clrainag'e whell the danger from underground 
water becomes immillent. . 
One of the pernicious e.fi:ects of the accumulation of seepage waters 
is that the soil is made closer alld more difficult to draiu, therefore arti-
ficial draiuage can be more ecollomically and effectively applied before, 
rather than after, the collection of seepage waters near the surface. 
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LAST STAGE OF V EGETATION WITH A CCUMULATION OF ALKALI. 
The last stage of ,·ege tatioQ is small annual saltbushes. 
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A LKALI F LAT- TOO STRONG FOR SAL TBUSHES. 
Evcn saltoushcs will not grow whcre thc salt contcnt in Lhe top 6 Icct of soil approaches 3 pcr ccnt. 
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ALKALI IN SOILS. III 
ALKALI IN SOILS. 
Tbe following ta.ble give the composition of the alkali in the soils 
and crnsts from a Humber of localities, as determined by Dr. Oameron. 
It. will be een that the Radium cblorid cOllstitutes frow 50 to 97 per 
cen t of th e total salts. 'rhe lIext hu'gest flollsti tuent is Radium sulpbate. 
The ealciUl]l sulphate is a difficultly soluble salt; and wb en tbe water 
evaporate this will be ~leposited in th e soil a b,tl'mle ' s gyp 'um wllich 
wi1l not readily go into solution a o·aill. The otber salts are all quite 
soluble and are liable to accumulate and cOllcentra te in the soil mois· 
tur npo11 evapora tion of the water from tbe urface of tbe land. 
Chemica l co mposition of salts in crusts and oil as a l/ alyzed by D1·. 'amerol/. 
~o. I___ Lo ali ty. a~C03' aClt · :llO'CI2 • cas04' 1 :llg::;04 .(a2 0 4'1 NaCI. 
, .1 , T. 1S., R] W .. .... . ....... .. ......... 0. 77 0. 3 1. 9 .. .. ... J ... .... I 96. 90 
3 mile. nor thwest of ~. L. C.. .. .. ... 0.96 ........ .. .... .. .79 1 0.25
1 
31. 15 66.840 
8.32, T . 1 r., R .1 W : ............... 9. 2 .. ... . .. ........ 1. 06 .37 ,1 3. 12 46.]7 
'. 14, '1'. 3 ., R 1 W ........................ .. .... .. 10. 41 13. 24 I 3.16 .. ...... 73.]8 
' .24, T.1 S ., R . 2 \V ................ T rac . ...... .. ... ..... 2.H .12 ]1.97 85. 94 
' . 2. '1'. 1 .,R.1 W ................. T rn e ... ...... ........ 6.3 29. 7 8.29 55.48 
' . 16, '1' . 1 ., R 3 W ............ .... T rac . ........ 6.21 3.72 1 . 75 ........ 89. il l 
.29. '1'.1 8 .• R. 1 W .. ....... ... .... .23 ....... . ... ..... 7. 43 2:.. li l 9.75 59. 98 
U1Htmbers, 2 mil s east .. ...... .. .... ...... .. 7.62 10.37 9.97 ........ ........ ; 7:&. 04 
·.4. T . n; .• l-L1W .................. 30 ... .. ...... .. .... 25 . 71 49.43 49.3U 
·.1 . T.1S .• 1{. 2 W ............ . .... ...... .. .. .... .. 4. 77 9. 322. 64 il . 26 
' .14, T. 3 S. , R.1 W ....... .... ..... Trace . ....... . ...... .. 7.33 il2. :l2 9. 86 540. 49 
The amoullt of alkali was determilled by the eh>ctrical method in 
every foot down to at least 6 feet ill depth. TlIe alkali map represents 
wilat may be con 'idere(l the average condition, according to tbe .indg· 
ment of tbe observer. If a boring' showed a. small alllollnt of alkali in 
the surface foot and a large amount ill the remaining depth the soil 
was- classed as unfit, for cultivation, as it would require but Oll :' or 
two applications of water to briug an exce~sh e awoun t of sa,lt to the 
surface. 
Attention is called to tbe very large accnmnlation (ove)' 3 pel' cent) 
of soluble sa.lt in cp.rtain areas in the lewd west of Sa.lt Lake Oity. 
There is a general agreemellt between tile alkali map and the soil map, 
as would be expected, bnt this is inflnenced to a. considerable exteut 
by the topograpily of the country. The heavy clay soils and the ~nd 
having this material within a sbort di 'tance of the ~urface have gen. 
erally tbe largest accumulation of alkali 011 account of the imperfect 
draina.ge. 'l'he 'oil of the uplands is lIatnrally free from excessive 
amoullts of alkali, wbile the level area between Salt Lake City and tbe 
Great Salt Lake contains excessive amonnts of salt. This latter fact is 
undoubtedly due to the influence of the Gr~at Sa.lt Lake, which, witlIiu 
comparatively recent years, covered much of this area. There are no 
antidote~ for this kin(l of alkali, with the exception of the sodium car. 
bonate, ancl adequate artificial drainage is the only pl'actical mealls of 
reclaiming the laud and providing against furtiler disaster. The pos· 
sibilities of r~claiwing the le"el tract west of Salt Lake City will be 
described under a subsequent head. 
112 A SOIL SURVEY IN SALT LAKE YALLEY, UTAH. 
One interesting fact brought out in this investigation is that alfa.lfa 
appears to i:Stand a slightly higher salt content in the Salt Lake Valley 
than either in 'the Yellowstone Valley of Montana or the Pecos Yalley, 
of New Mexico. This may be due to the longer period iu ',yhich agri-
culture has been pIacticed in this locality and the g-radual adaptation 
of the alfalfa to these alkali lands. Thi ' is a matter wlJich requires 
fuller investigation by the Vegetable PhysioJogi t. 
It is clearly appa,ren t, from the investigations in the Salt Lake 
Valley, that our different staple crops call stand different amounts of 
alkali. These limits have been shown on the alkali map by different 
colors. 
A number of factors enter into the qnestion of the limit of endurance 
of llants for alkali. With the same amount of alkali plants will suffer 
less in the heavier soils than ill the sandy. Tlley will stalld more alkali 
with thorough cultivation, and tlley will often sta.nd a considerable 
amount of alkali if tuey are started under favorable condition. In 
some districts of Oalifornia ugar beets do well Oll oils eontaining a 
large amount of alkali. TlJey are planted in tlle spring when the 
ground is wet either by raills or by previous irrigations, which carry 
the alkali into depth of the soil. When the soil dries out the alkali 
is brought to the surface and is left above th area of the acth e roots. 
It is a common practiee in some localities to irrigate heavily just before 
planting ill order to accolllpli~h tLi very purpose. Obviou ly tlJis 
metho<l would not be succe s:.ful wLen the oil to a considerable depth 
contain all excessive amount ,of 'alt. 
Along the ridges and dra.ws in the level west of Salt Lake Oity, 
where good drainage is secured, crops are frequently cultivated with 
a lllollerate degree of uc ess "hen the land has a salt content higher 
than would be per'missible were the drainage less cowplete. In a con-
siderable percentage of th is area the urface is comparatively free 
from alkali. Many attempts have been made to bring such land uuder 
irrigation, but the results have been disastrous after one or two years. 
In tue upland soils of this locality tlJe excessive accuUlulation of 
alkalJ, in land which w<:tS formerly free from salt, i almo t invariably 
pr c ded by an accumulation of seepao'e "atel'. The treatment for 
alkali, therefore, in soils previou ly free from alt, is almost always 
accompani d by the problem of getting rid of the seepage waters. 
BLACK ALKALI. 
TlJe corro ive sodium carbonate is present in considerable amounts 
in tlJe soils west of Salt Lake City. The be t antidote for this, as 
Bilgard has pointed ont, is the application of calcium sulphate, which, 
under proper conditions of drai II age and aeratioll , COil verts the sodium 
carbonate into sodium sulphate or white alkali On every area in which 
there is an excess of sodium carbonate there is also an exce s of white 
alkali. It would be a, waste of money, therefore, to apply calcium 
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INSTRUM ENTS FOR SALT D ETERMINATION ON RIGHT OF AU GER, AND FOR SODIUM CA RBONATE AND CHLORI D ON L EFT OF A UGER. 
Small a nd CO lwcnic n t outfit for determining the soil conditions. 
UNDERDRAINAGE AND THE RECLAMATION Oli' WASTE LAND. 113 
~nlphate, as the sodium carbouate would be washed out along with the 
white a.lkali on the introduction of proper drainage and flooding. 
The limit of endurance of plants for sodium carbonate is assumed 
to be that which Hilgard determines for the California soils, namely, 
0.1 per cent. The lower limit of what may be called the danger line 
ha been placed at one-Lalf this amount. 
\..ttention is called to the very large amount (over 0.25 per cent) of 
sodiulll carbonate in the soils of certain areas. TIle surface crusts 
o 'casionally contain as much as 10 per cent .of sodium carbonate. 
Onite often tlJere are large accumulations of calcium cIllorid, which in 
.one iustance Las amounted · to about 40 per cent of the total ::salts 
presellt. There is also frequently an appreciable amount of strontium 
chlorid in the crust, and the sugg stion is ma.de that some of tIle 
deposits may be ufficiently rich ill oue or more of the e three salts to 
warrant commercial levelopment. No special attention however, was 
paid to this particular feature. 
UNDERDRATN..A.GE AND 'l'HE RECLAMA'l'ION OF WAsrrE LAND. 
Attention has already been called to the neces ity of lluderdrainage 
for protection again t injury from seepage waters and alkali and for 
the reclamation of injured lauds. Irrigated land in the Salt Lake 
Valley are worth at least from $60 to $100 per ac_re. Lands immedi-
ately adjacellt to Salt Lake City, especially if held a uburban prop-
erty aud if free from alkali, would be worth mudl more than tlJis. 
There is plenty of good tile clay in the vicinity of Salt Lake Uity, and 
tile could be manufactured for the farmer at a reasollable co t. It is 
estimated tLat it would cost from $10 to $~O an acre to nnderdrain 
these la.nds which, under the present conditions, have a merely nomi-
nal value. 
Lands in New York, Ohio, and Illinoi , worth from $50 to $75 per 
acre, have been very extensively underdrained in order to increase their 
productivelles , to hasten the maturity of the crops, and to insure the 
crops from injury by drought. It would certainly be a reasonable prop-
osition to protect these valuable laud::s and to reclaim in the same way 
what would be valuable land. Money so invested is in the nature of · 
an illSUl'allCe against loss of crops from seepage water and alkali. 
During the course of this iu, estigation particular a ttentioll was 
given to the possibility of reclaiming the vast tract of 125 square miles 
between f)alt Lake City and tLe Great Salt Lake. The levels of the 
railroad surveys and of the canal companies were freely cousulted. 
At Salt Lake City the level of the Jordan River js about 20 feet above 
the level of the wa.ter in the Great Salt Lake. The distance acros is 
about 14 miles. TIlere is a slight ridge, Lowever, running a little west 
of north, about a third of the way across from Salt Lake Oity. From 
the crest of this ridge to the Great Salt Lake there is a uniform fall of 
approximately 3 feet to the mile. This would be ample for the main 
H. Doc. 399--8 
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drainage callaIs, as the irrigating callaIs Lave only about one ha.lf this 
fall. Furthermore, there are many draws, already 4 to 8 feet deep, 
extending like fingers through this area, wLich with little additional 
work could be made to answer for a cousiderable part of the drainage 
system. 
On account of the impervious uature of the J orda.n clay, the great 
salt content, and the low elevation, it would not be advisable to atteLllpt 
draillage over this class of laud at the present time. Subtracting this 
area, e ' timated at 35 square miles, from the 125 sq nare miles, the value 
of the remaining lauds, if thoroughly drailled, would be about $3,000,-
000. At present they have merely a nominal value. 
Any large drainage system of this kind can be establi hed more 
efficiently alld economically by a company than by individual effort. 
For au enterprise of such magnitude-so nearly affecting the welfare ' 
of a large number of people- the State or county could well use its 
credit in assisting the undel'takillg. This is commonly done in similar 
enterprises in other localities. There seems to be little doubt of the 
feasibilit,y of reclaiming tbi' land from the engineering point of view 
and, with the abulldant supply of water, there is still less doubt of the 
efficiellcy of the system when once introduced. The possibilities should 
appeal to the commercial ~pirit of the people a.nd induce capital to 
undertake this very desirable ell tervrise. 
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